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"If any man thinks he slays, and if another thinks he is slain,
neither knows the way of truth. The Eternal in man cannot kill:
the Eternal in man cannot die.
fie is never horn, and he never dies. He is in Eternity: he is
for evermore. Sever-horn and eternal, beyond times gone or to
come, he does not die when the body dies.
When a man knows him as never-born, everlasting, never-changing, beyond all destruction, how can that man kill a man, or
cause another to kill."
from
-Hhagavad GitQ-

The City of Bowling Green will present a Memorial Day tribute
with a parade and program Friday morning.
The parade, scheduled lor 10:30 a.m., will form at Main and
Washington Sts. and procede to Oak Grove Cenu-tary on Kldge
Street
Col. M.A. Garutl, from the University Aerospace Studies department will present the adlress at the cemetery. In case of rain
the cereimny will be held in the Bowling Green Junior High School
Auditorium.

TCh© f3fj.Student developmentgets
T^T
faculty vote of confidence
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The ethnic studies and student
development
programs have
cleared a major hurdle towards
final implementation by receiving
Academic (oim-.il approval and
overwhelming faculty support.
The programs, proposed by D.-.
George Herman, assistant dean of
the College of Liberal Arts and

Dr. Raymond Endres, associate
professor of education, provide for
recruitment of students from dlsadvantaged areas, special training
anl couisellng for them, and the
eventual establishment of a fullfledged Center for the Study of
Ethnic Cultures at the University.
The Faculty Senate mailed out a

questionnaire in April concerning
the student development proposal
of Dr. Endres to 68 faculty members, and 46 replied, most of
them jiving their approval to the
program.
The eight points In the Endres
proposal and the results of the
questionnaire are:
1.
Identification of students
with potential problems In the academic areas through evaluitlon of
ACT scores, high school records,
and financial statements. Approve:
40, disapprove: 3, undecided: 2.
2. Diagnostic testing program to be
to noon In 112 Life Science and will be open to all members of the acaadministered to those students 1demic comm uiity.
"The commission will offer an opportunity for visitors to express dentlfled In number one above.
Approve: 38, disapprove: 4, untheir views along with our own discussions," Dr. Goodwin said.
Dr. Goodwin explained that the seminars will provide a concentrated decided: 3.
3. Special academic counseling
period of time In which all commission members can exchange Ideas
for dlsadvantaged students. Apon the mission of the University. This would facilitate understanding between members.
prove: 38, disapprove: 2, unAfter the four weeks of seminars, two or three of the members will decided: 3.
4. Training program designed
remain to write a "white paper" on the work of the commission, accordto equip upper-ill vision and graduing to Dr. Goodwin.
"This will be an extended statement of the fruits of our discussions and ate students from culturally differwill be circulated widely on campus In the fall," he explained. He added ent backgrounds to become Inthat the other members not engaged In writing the "white paper" will volved In Identification, testing,
and counseling aspects of the prowrite personal essays on the commission.
Dr. Goodwin pointed out that several symposiums Involving faculty and gram. Approve: 36, disapprove:
3, undecided: 4.
student groups will meet In the fall to discuss the White Paper. He con5. Establish a tutorial center,
tinued, "These symposiums will be conducted In the hopes of clarifying
the thinking of the University community and also In the hopes that people preferably In the Library, for dlsadvantaged students. Approve: 40,
engaged In forming policy will have the benefit of these discussions."
The administration looks quite highly upon the commission, according disapprove: 3, undecided: one.
6. Identification of future BGSU
to Dr. Goodwin. Administrators hope the results will be fruitful In formstudents from dlsadvantaged ening policy. Dr. Goodwin added that the administration Is sending a fair
vironments. Approve: 38, disamount of money to organize the commission.
approve: 3, undecided: 3.
7. Begin a swing-shift exchange
program of faculty and students
between BGSU and Central State
University. Approve: 27, disapprove: 7, undecided: 11.
8. Expand the Upward Bound
Sum ner Bridge program. Approve: 23, disapprove: 5, undecided: 9.
With these favorable replies,
Dr. Endres stated that the program
has the tacit approval of Faculty
Senate and received the approval
of Academic Council last week.
The next step for the programs
Is final administrative approval,
to be handled by either the President's Advisory Council or the
President himself.
No final decisions can be made
until the state government passes
an educational appropriations bill,
which It has not yet done.
Although the Herman and Endres
proposals are separate, Dr.
Endres said yesterday that It would
be useless to establish a Center
for the Study of Ethnic Cultures
without also establishing his student development proposal.
If a center for ethnic studies
Is established, it will probably
draw many students from dlsadvantaged cultural minorities, resulting In a need for special testing and counseling to Insure their
remaining In school, Dr. Endres
said.
Another mijor obstacle that was
mentioned when the program was
first proposed has been overcome.
Dr. Endres has been able to tentaIT'S THAT TIME AGAIN -University students ore new porticipottively fill the post of director of
in that trienniel festival known as registration. The festival is
the student development program,
a task which he said earlier would
highlighted by frustration, anguish, hair-pulling, schedule-shredbe difficult.
ding, and suicide contemplation. (Photo by Brian Steffens)

'Mission Commission' to go into action soon
By STEVEN BRASH
The commission to study the mission of the university will meet during
the first session of summer school to discuss the role and objectives of
the University for the coming years, according to Dr. Robert Goodwin,
commission chairman.
.. Dr. Goodwin, professor of philosophy, said the commission developed
irom various conversations last October about "what the university
should be attempting to accomplish." "Also, It did not seem that the
students were given an opportunity to discuss at length with the faculty
problems of the University," he added.
The Idea of such a commission was brought up before Academic Council. The council approved the plan, and President Jerome got the Board
of Trustees Interested in the plan. The Board of Trustees authorized the
development of the commission.
The commission will be mide up of six faculty members, four students,
a member of the board of Trustees and an alternate from the Board.
Faculty members are Dr. Richard Carpenter, professor of English;
Dr. Otto Bauer, professor of speech; Dr. Bernard Rabin, professor of
education; Dr. Trevor Phillips, assistant professor of education; Dr.
Mitu-lce Mandell, professor of marketing; and Dr. Goodwin. Mrs.
Anita Ward is the representative from the Trustees, and Ashel Bryan
Is the alternate from the Board.
At present, the only student selected Is Tom Shelley, a senior In the
College of Liberal Arts. The three remaining student positions will be
selected this afternoon by the faculty members of the commission.
Dr. Goodwin said he has interviewed about 30 students who have been
recommended from various sources. All will be considered except those
who have disqualified themselves.
The commission will meet for the firs1 four weeks of the first summer
school session in seminars. The seminars will take place from 9 a.m.

Clashes erupt in try
for new Evans trial
CLEVELAND (AP) - Fighting
broke out between sheriffs deputies and members of a delegation
supporting Black Nationalist leader Fred "Ahmed" Evans yesterday
on the steps of the Cuyahoga County Criminal Courts Building. About
30 persons were arrested.
It was the second day of violence resulting from the group's
attempt to see Prosecutor John T.
Corrlgan.
Mrs. Willie Mae Mallory heads
the group known as the July 23
Defense Committee and was one
of those arrested.
The delegation Is seeking a new
trial for Evans, who was sentenced to death after being convicted May 12 of seven counts of
first-degree murder In the shooting deaths of three white policemen and a Negro civilian at the
outbreak of violence In the Glenvllle area last July 23. He Is on
ieath row at the Ohio Penitentiary awaiting execution scheduled
for Sept. 22.
The group also wants to present
to Corrigan a complaint about alleged police abuses during the
Glenvllle disturbance.
It first tried to see the prose-

cutor on Monday, but left peacefully when he declined to admit the
delegation to his office. He said
he would meet with the group of
about 40, a member at a time.
A scuffle broke out when the
group returned Tuesday, but there
were no arrests.
Yesterday's fighting was touched
off by a court order enjoining demonstrators from congregating In
the corridor at the Criminal Courts
Building.
It started after the demonstrators blocked the main entrance to
the building an-1 John Gallagher,
an assistant prosecutor, was hit in
the mouth.
As the fighting progressed,
Sheriff's (apt. Louis Kulls read
the court order over a bullhorn
and gave the demonstrators two
minutes to disperse.
Deputies started making arrests
when the group failed to head the
dispersal order.
The court order, requested by
Corrigan and posted In the lobby
of the building, prohibits loitering, Interference with persons entering or leaving the building or
the offices in it, loud or boisterous talking and littering.
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editorial
Memorial Day honors
Tomorrow is Mcmoriul Day, urnl millions of Americans will be attending the traditional ceremonies held every year on that day; and
they will continue in blissful ignorance of what wars have really
cost the country.
Wars, especially the current Vietnam conflict, constitute a prostitution of American values: they are inhumane, costly, and undemocratic.
lint the chauvinistic American public continues to honor war heroes, and every time Americans get together for a Memorial Day
celebration, they arc not grieving for their loved ones lost in war
as much as they are reaffirming the country's right lo force young
men to kill und be killed.
This idiocy on the part of the American public must be stopped
because a reaffirmation of the government's right to dr.ifl young
men to fight a racial war in Vietnam can only hurl the cause of
peace further.
In these traditional ceremonies, speakers talk about the necessary evil of war so that peace can be finally achieved, but they
fail to recognize the simple fact that war is not the way to peacepeace is the only way.
Instead of this brutish honoring of the military on Memorial Day,
the people should truly grieve for their loved ones taken by the insanity of war.
They should also direct their attention to the political prisoners und exiles who have followed their consciences instead of
their government's orders. These people are truly courageous—
they have the courage of their convictions to say they will not
kill, even if it means imprisonment or flight to Canada.
America will remain a militaristic country as long as the people
continue to honor the military on Memorial Day. The only hope for
the future lies in Americans saying "no" to the military and reaffirming their basic humanity.

letters to the editor
The complete
ROTC program
The Issues of ROTC on campus
have been spotlighted now tor some
time. Your newspaper has presented other letters and columns
on the subject, most of whlchwere
aimed at the abolishment of ROTC
from our campus.
Far too little has been printed
of the merits of this thoroughly
American lnsltutlon. What little
has been written about these merits has by-passed the most obvious of all ROTC's strong points.
Of course, I am writing about the
well-known, but so often forgotten, Intellectual benefits ROTC
offers to students of the university.
To some of the few anti-academics within the ROTC program
(and there are Just * few), ROTC
represents a monthly check and
academic credits needed for graduation.
The typical ROTC cadet, however, cherishes the Intellectual
stimulation offered in his Military Science courses. The academic nature of such courses is
self-evident.
The one great fault of our ROTC
program has been Its sincere endeavors to maintain its present
level of academic excellence, while
not "expanding horizons" in keeping with the change of this university.
In light of this lack of foresight, I submit the following recommendations for the lmple-

Extremism dangerous
search through our teaching proDR. L. EDWARD SCHUCK
cesses to learn how we can turn
Faculty Columnist
out "scholars" so uncomprehendJudging from a modest amount
ing of the real world, past or preof evidence is short-cutting; but sent, burdened neither with a sense
such is a necessary technique of of history nor with a feeling for
-ogress.
their own corporate connections
The Jargon of student protest,
and obligations; students so psyas exemplified by your columnists chotic ally contemptuous of self that
of Friday , May 23 (Scott Kutlna all surplus energy seems devoted
and Roger Schmidt come to mind) to blanket denunciations of the
frequently Indicates that the ldio- civilization which produced them.
logy of protest coming from the ■ The role of the University incollege generation Is easing Into cludes certainly the training of
bankruptcy.
sentient beings to understand the
Those who reject the University past, empathize with, contribute
as a "corporate establishment" to, and Improve the present, and
seem unconsciously to verify their predict and adjust to the probabisweeping statements through the lities of the future.
very mental meanderlngs of selfIf comprehensions and underidentified rebels which articulate standing, as well as an accumulathe denunciations.
tion of facts, are not broadened
The general level of many of and matured, we are not developthese offerings hint that the Am- ing leadership for our corporate
erican educational system has in- life of the future (only corporatedeed muffed its basic missions. ly, of course, do human beings reIt would be stylish for a faculty tain and develop their humanity,
member who prefers to be consid- and preserve their self-identity).
ered in tune with students to IdentAll of us are Joined together in
ify such gibberish as "thoughtful this responsibility, parents and
searching for higher values," a other taxpayers, . administrators,
phrase often heard from those teaching faculty, students. Copcatering to student moods, rather ping out of this civilization, of
than the embarrassingly uninhibwhich each of us is part, is an
ited ego masturbation, which it impossibility. Unfortunately, the
really amounts to.
disenchanted can't stop the ride
To be honest, we should rather white they get off. _____
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While obviously and lef.'tlmately upset over the starting mediocrity of our political leadership,
certainly in foreign policy development and Implementation (I'll
stick to my own speciality), one
must recognize the high correlation within a relatively free and
democratic policy, which we certainly are, between the quality
of popular life and popular goals
and the real guiding values of
governors.
We have a foreign policy rooted
in militarism and intransigence,
while we pose it as the very image
of charity and negotiation.
The dishonesties of our Vietnam policies, however, have not
been long objectionable to a happy
group of farmers, workers, businessman, financiers, housewives,
gay young soldiers out to visit
foreign areas, all self-righteously
embarked on the traditionally profitable America adventure of
making war In foreign areas.
Such amorallty and Incompetence naturally arouse the young:
but I think no more the young
than the older. The responses
to the idiocies of modern existence will not be found In the extremism which would sweep out
the baby with the bath water—
extremism of either the so-called
Panthers (of whatever color) or
those of confused groups of maudln super-patriots.
Responses have got to be made
in hard-minded Jousting with politicians and with political issues;
by efforts to change people, not
alienate them, carried on by people
intelligent enough to know that
wiping out civilization to start
all over is an lmposslbllty.
You're stuck with what you have,
and all you can do Is to change
it a little bit tomorrow and some
more the next day.
Both the
Russians and the Chinese have
learned at least this from the practical unfoldment of MarxismLcnlnlsm and of Marxism-Maoism.
The University teaching techniques and curricula are not worthy
of their task if our graduates
cannot distinguish between ldeatlonal nonsense and thoughtful efforts to measure old values to
new needs.
Such is a tremendously difficult
task, granted, but neither this institution nor any other can boast
the title University, unless a significant proportion of graduates
here do develop such an ability.

mentation of the complete ROTC
Program:
1. The establishment of a Master's Degree in Military Science.
2. The establishment of a fullfledged Ph.D. program In Military Science offering specialization In the areas Drill, Leadership, and Command and Staff Procedures.
3. The establishment of a
library of Military Science with
a building of its own (for Immediate purposes I recommend
the conversion of tha ice skating arena).
I urge that these recommendations be seriously considered by
the "power people," for the intellectual integrity of this University is at stake.
Larry Fask
Graduate Student

AAUP story
erred badly
The article In Wednesday's News
which reported the AAUP meeting
Tuesday night was so full of distortion, errors and omission of
facts, misquotations, and Incorrect
citation of sources as to boggle
the mind. I can only invite Interested persons to read the Chapter minutes to find out what
happened.
One point must be emphasized.
The Chapter's decisions to condemn the administration's action In
the recent suspensions was made
In the context of five other recommendations, whose cumulative effect would hopefully provide a positive approach to the problems
surrounding regulation of student
conduct.
If such reporting of Chapter
meetings continues then we will
need to re-evaluate our policy of
inviting the News to cover them.
Michael Moore, President
AAUP

Special category?
May I add a footnote to the letter
in which Dr. Parnell so effectively
analyzed the President's "clarification" of his reasons for suspending Ronald Nye and David
Drumrlght.
One of the President's stated
reasons was that the two men
were "receiving financial aid and
had obligations to the University."

The only "financial aid" which
David Drumrlght received was the
reduction in fees which is granted
to the dependents of all faculty
members who are tenured or hold
the rank of associate professor.
This reduction Is offered as a
fringe benefit to attract and hold
senior faculty.
Bowling Green faculty members
should be aware that the administration evidently regards this reduction in fees as a stigma which
places the professor's dependents
in a special category.
Students in this category are
apparently subject to suspension
on charges which would not otherwise result In so drastic a penaltyRussell G. Drumrlght
Associate Professor
Education

Defends Council
Before the News attacks Student
Council through their editorial,
perhaps they should look at the
situation a little more honestly.
First of all this Spring election
was so late, (Irrevocably so) it
gives very little time for Council
to function truly effectively until
the Fall quarter. This is also a
new system of student government,
and, of course, it will take a period of adjustment.
I can't understand how the editorial writers happen to have the
insight to say that "it was obvious" that the Council members
didn't have "the faintest idea who
they were voting on." It's true
that many representatives didn't
go (for their own Individual reasons) to the interviews. But this
doesn't mean that they couldn't
vote responsibly. The interviews
themselves weren't all that Informative and there were other
sources of information used by
Council members to make their
decisions about the Court Justices.
Furthermore, an abstention
doesn't necessarily signify lgnflEr..
ance. It could mean that a Council member wasn't against a certain Justice nominee, but simply
that he thought another one to come
up was more qualified.
As for the editorial's charge
of disinterest; If the poor attendance at the Court Justice Interviews is what prompted this. It
seems that this is Indeed poor
criterion for such an unreasonable
assumption.
Janet Koppenhofer
118 Treadway
Student Council Rep.

In defense of 'bare feet9
Dr. Parnell has written of his admiration for President Jerome; In
a similar fashion I esteem Colonel Cobb. But, as is often the case
when men of superior intellect speak and act, many of us, with claim
only to Inferior abilities, find ourselves in need of enlightenment.
So it is that I find myself confused by a proclamation—which I assume
appears at Colonel Cobb's behest, or at least with his approval—that
is posted in the Student Union: "BARE FEET ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE IN THE UNION."
The Intended meaning of the word "acceptable" seems a major
source of my dlfflcu'ty. Dies the statement mean that deliveries of
bare feet will not be accepted in the Union, but must be made to another
location? Or, is it that bare feet, like most foreign currencies, are
not legal tender?
Or. is it a reminder that labor unions will not
accept shoeless members? (Sabotage no longer being the "union
way.")
If, howaver we Interpret the statement to mean "unshod persons
are not welcome in the Union building," grave questions of administrative policy and of a philosophical nature arise.
For example, as to policy:
Would the well-known Federal Jurlest Barefoo'. Saunders be allowed
to deliver an address in the ballroom?
Would the modern dance club, Orchesls, be allowed to perform in
the same location?
What about the presence of the modern-day followers of (I paraphrase) the admirable St.Theresa, foundress of an order of dlscalced
Carmelites?
Must guests at the Union hotel rooms wear sloes In bed or while
bathing? (Remamber: God sees our transgressions even if others
don't.)
As to philosophical Issues:
Now, as a responsible member of the University community, I
should, ideally, rationally examine moral Issues of import. Therefore, of what, essentially, does the abysmally wicked nature of the
naked foot consist? Closely, it is not the sight of bare feet that is
evil and disgusting, for sandals (which are not forbidden) expose the
denuded foot, nails and all, to the common view. Tha basic difference
between sandaled feet and bare feet would seem to be that bare feet
are directly In contact with the floor while sandaled feet sre not.
One must thus conclude that plantigrade contact of the unprotected
foot with the floor is morally offensive, If not downright obscene.
I suppose my eiu.re line of speculation and reasoning have been
quite wrongheaded; as I admitted at the outset, I am rather confused
by this matter and in search of enlightenment. Surely, a university
community, given to the methods of reason and the pursuit of truth,
must have a line of logical reassnlng underlying such a rule. I Just
haven't been able to discover one yet by my feeble efforts.
Louella Edwards Newell
Instructor, Department of English
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Nixon boosts foreign aid total
Compiled by Ken Berzof

WORLD
Thieu opposes withdrawal
SEOUL - President Nguyen Van Thleu of South Vietnam anu President
Chung Hee Park of South Korea agreed yesterday to oppose any unilateral withdrawal of allied troops-meaning Americans- from Vietnam.
Thleu, on a state visit to South Korea, met for 2 1/2 hours with Park.
A spokesman for Park said the chiefs of state discussed strategy
for Thleu's meeting with President Nixon on Midway Island next
month and reviewed U.S. and Viet Cong peace proposals.

Laird meets NATO leaders
BRUSSELS - U.S. Defense Secretary Melvln Laird and the other
NATO defense ministers met yesterday to discuss what has been done
toward Jie increased contributions that their governments promised
the North Atlantic Alliance after the Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Defense Minister Leo Cadleux of Canada was expected to lay down
plans for withdrawing nearly all of Canada's 5,500 ground troops and
six air squadrons In West Germany.
"If one country takes something out," said a U.S. delegation source,
"somebody else has to put It back in. We don't think highly of the Canadians taking anything out. The other governments with troops In the
area are much concerned."
They are the United States, West Germany, Britain, Belgium, Holland,
and Luxembourg.

Iran leader plans US visit
WASHINGTON - The White House announced yesterday the Shah and
Empress of Iran will make an official visit to Washington this fa|l.
No dates have been set yet for the trip by Shah Mohammad Reca
Pahlavl and the Empress Farah.
President Nixon and the Shah met April 1 when the Iranian leader
was here for the funeral of Dwlght D. Elsenhower.

NATION
Safety official raps Congress
WASHINGTON - Howard Pyle, president of the National Safety
Council, suggested yesterday Congress Is not serious about traffic
safety since It has voted Inadequate funds to promote highway safety.
Noting that about 55,000 persons are being killed annually on the
highways, the former Arizona governor said the Job simply Isn't being
done.
He testified before a House public works subcommittee Investigating
the federal-aid highway and highway safety programs.

House passes cigarette bill
WASHINGTON - The House Commerce Committee approved legislation yesterday that would strengthen the health warning on cigarette
packages but bar advertising curbs aimed at smoking.
Under the bill, the new labeling requirements would say: "Warning:
the Surgeon General has determined that cigarette smoking Is dangerous to your health and may cause lung cancer or other diseases."
The present label states only that "Cigarette smoking may be hazardous to your health."

Buckley joins Nixon staff
WASHINGTON - President Nixon yesterday named William F. Buckley Jr., editor of a conservative magazine, to the five-member U.S.
Advisory Commission on Information.
The commission advises the director of the U.S. Information Agency
on the distribution of Information abroad.
Buckley Is the editor of the National Review. He writes a syndicated
column "On the Right," and Is host ona weekly television show "Firing
Line."

Yorty wins LA election
LOS ANGELES - Mayor Sam /orty, an underdog after running
second In the primary, bounced back yesterday and captured his third
term In a nnoff election with Thomas Bradley, a Negro councilman.
Voters of the nation's third largest city turned out In massive numbers
in the climax of a bitterly fought campaign.
Jubilant over his comeback, Yorty told cheering supporters they
had brought him "back from what appeared to be certain defeat."
He promised to make Los Angeles "a greater city in the coming four
years."

STATE
Boyd snubs DA offer
COLUMBUS - Robert E. Boyd, Columbus attorney who has been
mentioned as a possible choice for U.S. District Attorney for Southern
Ohio, confirmed yesterday that he had asked that his name be withdrawn
from consideration,
Saxbe has been recommending Boyd for the post, an>1 Boyd's action
seemed probable to widen a split between the senator and representative
over political patronage Jobs.

Cincinnati receives grant
WASHINGTON - Rep. Robert Taft Jr. (Ohio) said yesterday the labor
department has made an additional grant of $85,904 to Cincinnati for
summer jobs for dlsadvantaged youths of the high school age.
Some of the work will Involve the Head Start program and work at
community playgrounds.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nlxo.n asked Congress yesterday
for $2.6 billion In foreign aid soms $900 million more than was
voted last year - saying the sum
is "necessary to meet essential
requirements now."
"Foreign aid must be viewed as
an Integral part of our over-all
effort to achieve a world order of
peace and Justice," Nixon said In
sending up his first foreign aid
program.
The $2.6 billion includes $2.2
billion for U.S. economic assistance to developing countries
around the world, $375 million for
arms aid abroad and $75 million
to help start a public corporation
to promote private investment In
developing lands.
The Nixon program for the new
fiscal year, starting July 1, Is
about $63 million below what former President Lyndon B. Johnson
had proposed.
"This request for foreign economic and military assistance is
the lowest proposed since the program began after World War D,"
Nixon said, "but It Is about $900
million more than was appropriated last year" when Congress
lopped nearly $1.2 billion off Johnson' s program.
"I consider It necessary to meet
essential requirements now, an! to
maintain a base for future action,"
Nixon said.
Nixon's new foreign aid chief
Dr. John A. Hannah, said the
$2.6 billion request was "Just
right" but acknowledged that Congress has historically tended to
chop Into the aid packages presented by successive Democratic
and Republican administrations.
The Initial Nixon program was
portrayed as an Interim affair Installing some modest changes In
the aid effort pending a stem -tostern review by a private citizen
task force to be appointed by the
President.
The task force Is to report back
In time for Nixon's aid presentation to Congress a year hence.
Administration officials Indicated
a more sweeping overhaul might be
undertaken then.
In what he termed his "fresh
approach" for the time being,
Nixon proposed:
—Creation of an "overseas private investment corporation."
This public corporation would
carry on aid to U.S. private Investment abroad now being conducted within the ald-admlnlsterlng Agency for International Development.
But it would apply
more businesslike management
under a board of directors drawn
from both business and government, Nixon said.

Appeal rejected
Former
University student
Charles A. Tabasko saw his hopes
for a reversal of his narcotics
conviction dashed earlier this week
by the 6th District Court of
Appeals.
_
The Cleveland Heights resident
had been convicted of knowingly
permitting the use of narcotics In
his dwelling. The charge stemmed
from i 1967 raid of the house at
244 N. Prospect St.
In the appeal, his lawyers charged that the search warrant used
by officers In that raid was Illegal.
The court, however, disagreed.
Its ruling held that Tobasko had
waived his right of appeal by not
questloolng the exhibits during or
after the trial. The court ordered
the Common Pleas Court to execute the original sentence, 2 to 15
years in the Mansfield Reformatory.
He had been free from the reformatory on $5000 bond.

Job acceptances
All seniors are reminded
to report job acceptances to I
the Placement Office If they
have not already done so.
Any senior who has not taken
a position and still desires
one, should leave his summer
address with the Placement
Office.
SHStSBSSs: ■■:■:■:■:■:■:■;■■■■■::.
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The corporation would be selfsupporting from loan repayments
and Investment guarantee fees,
with the Initial $75 million Intended to buttress Its reserves.
—"A strong new emphasis on
technical assistance."
Nixon proposed raising to $463
million U.S. technical assistance In
the coming year, compared with the
$337 million appropriated by Congress last year.
He said that use of U.S. technical knowledge ranging from agriculture to family planning "can
make our dollars for all forms of
aid go further."
A new technical assistance bureau will be set up within AID to
focus on getting specially needed
varieties for U.S. knowhow to developing countries, he said.
—Sharing foreign aid more with
other advanced nations.
Nixon praised International
banks and other multlnatlon groups

such as the United Nations as
channels for dispensing foreign
aid. He said this system cushions
political frictions between aid givers and receivers and requires
sharing In the aid burden by economically advanced countries.
—Food and family planning.
Nixon said foreign aid has helped
achieve a dramatic breakthrough in
food production.
And on the population control
side, he said an Increasing number
of countries are tackling the problem.
The largest single amount of
economic assistance by a country
Is going to South Vietnam under
the Nixon program. Sou'h Vietnam
would receive $440 million for
food, budgetary support and other
Items - about the same as last
year.
India would receive a $385 million loan and $14.5 million In
technical assistance, officials
said.

Democrats start VO
trail with expansion
COLUMBUS (AP) - Democrats,
scenting the smell of possible victory in 1970, are taking a leaf from
Ohio Republican strategy as they
map the campaign.
Chairman Eugene "Pete" O'Grady has already taken steps to
keep squabbling fractions of the
party from each others throats in
the upcoming election.
Under his guidance, the executive committee will be expanded
from Its present 74 members to
275, big enough to put all Democratic movements under the same
roof.
O'Grady even used a well-worn
Republican expression In announcing the expansion. He said the expanded committee would be large
enough to Include "our nuts and
bolts people."
Nuts and bolts was the strategy
of former Ohio GOP Chairman
Ray Bliss, chief architect of campaigns that made the statehouse
solidly Republican.
County chairmen will be automatically added to the state committee. O'Grady will name representatives of other factions, Including liberal supporters of Sen.
Lugene McCarthy.
O'Grady wants to get a wellknit organization with adequate financing put together before a slugfest develops over candidates for
governor and the U.S. Senate.
John J. Gllllgan, the onetime
Congressman and
former U.S.
Senate candidate, currently has the
lead as the gubernatorial choice.
His defeat by Republican William B. Saxbe was In the "respectful" category, except for the
majority by which he lost his own
Hamilton County.
Democratic leaders, however,
repeatedly point out that the party
has already spent a bundle on making Gllllgan's name well-known
throughout the state.
They feel the 1968 Investment
may pay off in 1970.
Another gubernatorial hopeful is

Robert Sweeney, the former Congressmin-at-large. A Cleveland
lawyer, Sweeney has been out of
step with most factions of the party since 1966.
Like Gllllgan, he also suffered
defeat at Saxbe* s hands. He lost
a bid for the attorney general's
office by nearly 300,000 votes.
Gllllgan's defeat was by a 115,000
vote margin.
Although his petitions are circulating, he Is given little chance
of defeating Gllllgan In a primary.
Most Democratic leaders hope he
doesn't try.
The U.S. Senate spot on the
Democratic ticket is a toss-up
between Incumbent Sen. Stephen
Young and ex-astronaut John Glenn.
It shapes up as a primary fight unless O'Grady can head It off.
Several party leaders were trying to avoid this by getting Glenn
to run for governor. That was
before Gllllgan showed Interest in
that spot. Glenn said no.
Looking on Is former Gov. Michael V. DISalle. who would like
to mi for the Senate himself. But
like Sweeney, he has been In too
many party squabbles to suit the
nuts and bolts campaign envisioned
by O'Grady.
State Sen. Douglas Applegate of
Steubenvllle wants to run for
lieutenant-governor. House Minority Leader John C. McDonald and
Montgomery County Prosecutor
Lee C. Falke are looking at the same
post.
Richard Chrlstansen, a member
of the House from Mansfield, is also
Interested. Although he would rath sr be governor, he would probably settle for attorney general.
O'Grady has his work cut out
In keeping this group from warring
with each other and . settling- on a
ticket satisfactory to all.
Next year will tell if the Republican strategy works when it
Is adopted to Democratic operations.

Campus calendar
SCUBA CLUB—FDJ-'N-FALCONS
Will hold a meeting at 8 p.m.
Sunday, June 1, In the River Room.
The subject of the meeting will
be the election of next year's officers.

today in Prout ChapeL
PERFORMING ARTS DANCERS
Will hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Monlay, June 2, in 302 of the
Women's Gym.
DELTA.PSI KAPPA

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Will be held at 4 p.m. today In
the Pink Dogwood Suite. Dr. John
Paul Scott, research professor of
psychology ana director of the center for the study of Social Behavior
will discuss, "Abnormal Behavior
in Animals".

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Will hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m.

Will be selling health and physical education books from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday, June 2, In the
lobby of the Women's Gym. The
books to be sold have been donated
by M:ss Eppler of the Women's
Physical Education dept.
POETRY DISCUSSCN
wiii be held at 6 p.m Monday,
June 2, In 303 Moseley Hall. If
weather permits. It will be
held
on the grass In the Inner «,»wrf"«
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News analysis

Confusing laws-products of government
(Editor'* note: Journalism student Bruce Hurvey recently took a
trip to Columbus to look at the
i state government In action. While
there, he attended a press conference held by Bowling Green representative, Charles F. Kurfess.
This Is his reaction to th» entire
trip.)
By BRUCE HARVEY
The State House Is where the
men and women who write the governing laws of Ohio play government. There are two main playrooms: the House chamber anl
the Senate chamber. The Senate
la better, because, according to
Speaker of the House Charles F.
Kurfess, It has fewer members and
thus has more status.
The Senate session opens amid
confusion that rivals the best of
the omnipresent New York traffic
Jams.
This confusion continues while
bills are being Introduced, read and
voted on. How can the senators
faithfully make decisions while all
this confusion Is present?
Mr. Kurfess explained that the
real work on these bills Is done
In small committees. The committees meet In small play rooms and
have hearings and make decisions.
Committee work Is especially

fun. Take the House Education
Co:n.'.ilttee for example. This
committee has 20 members whose
main responsibility Is writing education bills.
Sometimes the committee holds
hearings so Its members can better
understand what Its constituents
want. The committee calls witnesses who "testify" what they
want Included or omitted from a
particular bill.

This Is the system In which Mr.
Kurfess works. Perhaps that Is
why Mr. Kurfess talks In circles.
Mr. Kurfess favors "get-tough"
legislation against persons Involved In "campus disorders".
However, he acknowledges that
students have legitimate complaints and that they should be
free to Implement their constitutional right to dissent
But he stresses that students

The committee members have
lots of fun at these hearings. They
ask the witnesses questions like
"What's your major?" (to the
Ohio State University student body
president) and "How did you get
elected to your office?"
However, In all fairness, It
should be noted that all members
do not ask such earth-shaking
questions. Some members do not
even attend the hearings. However,
again In all fairness, most of them
do show up, although a few find
It necessary to leave In the middle
of the hearings.
Also, some members like to talk
to each other while a "witness"
Is "testifying". Sometimes they
like to make faces at long-haired
college students who are quietly
observing the proceedings. This
Is how decisions are made at the
State House.

Sociology department creates new center

However, he does have a solution for the students when their
proposals fall on deaf ears. He
believes they should keep on plugging through those good old "proper" channels.
Yes, Kurfess believes today's
students should try to change our
society to coincide with their
Ideals.
But, In effect, he will
be damned If they do It while he
Is still around.

for teaching of criminology and correction
By PHIL HAILER

Dr. Alfred C. Schnur

Council meeting postponed
Tonight's scheduled Student Council meeting has
been cancelled due to a time conflict with the Ohio
Federation meeting, the News learned yesterday.
The next meeting has been tentatively slated for
one week from tonight, June 5. If Important mat-

should work through proper channels. He also realizes, however,
that this method of achieving student goals rarely works.
But he does not favor the occupation of a building when this method does fall. This, Kurfess notes,
causes alienation. Now don't get
him wrong, he does not mind alienation. Alienation Is Just dandy, he
says, as long as they (the students)
do not alienate around him.

ters arise In the Interim that demand Immediate
action, however, a special meeting will be called.
Confirmation of one remaining Traffic Court
Justice needed to fill the bench Is expected to
head the agenda at the next meeting.
mwmmim

Students can now get Involved In
crime and correctional services
with the new center for Crime Control, Criminology, and Correction.
The program Is Instituted by the
Sociology Department using student
personnel.
The center's director, Dr. Alfred
C. Schnur, professor of sociology,
said It would ?ive a student some
background In the treatment of a
prisoner In a correctional Institution.
The essential functions of the center deal with education, research,
and consultation services.
"Educational preparation concerned with the philosophy, theory,
practice, and research development
of crime control, criminology and
corrections Is offered," Dr. Schnur
said.
He added that an adaptive core
curriculum has been developed for
students who plan to apply their
specialties in correctional settings.
An Internship program Is available for students providing them with
opportunities to observe and practice In crime control settings under

conditions of adequate educational
supervision.
Dr. Schnur, once an associate
warden at the Minnesota State Prison, emphasized that they have been
allotted a government grant for
$48,000, saying that there are many
loans and grants avallabletostudents Interested In jo'ng into law
enforcement as a career.
The center's research program Is
concerned with synthesizing existing
research In crime control, criminology, and corrections.
According to Dr. Schnur, the resources of the center are available
for consultation with public and private agencies concerned with the
prevention of deviance, delinquency,
and crime; federal, state, county,
and municipal law enforcement; public and private (Industrial) security;
public defense and prosecution;
courts; Jails; parole; and prisoner's
aid and welfare.
The center shares existing knowledge with interdisciplinary teams
to help better understand, predict,
and control the variables, of dcviancy, delinquency and crime, and
to hasten the development of adequate theoretical systems.

Lee-a little bit of everything
By BARB JACOLA
Issue Editor
Draft counselor, conscientious
objector, Instructor, scenery designer, and technical director of
the University theater—all these
and more Is Brlant Hamor Lee,
a man as interesting as his name.
"At the moment I am without a
political party," said Lee, who
classifies himself as a liberal.
"Being a conscientious objector,
and opposed to the Viet Nam war,
what party could I affiliate with?"
At 3L Lee has never served In
the armed forces, "My draft

Briont Hamor Lee

board refused to classify me an a
conscientious objector at first,"
he said. "Then I was classified
as one for about a year and a half.
For no reason at all, they changed
my classification to 2- H after that
As soon as I married, my classification became 3-A - a hardship
deferment."
Lee continued on the topic of
the draft: "I do not believe In
the draft or in the selective service system. The term 'obligation' has been twisted to mean being
drafted for two years. I do, however, feel an obligation to my country. I would like to fulfill that
obligation by doing two years of
civilian non-military service."
When asked to explain "civilian
non-military service", Lee said,
"Generally, this is like hospital
work, social work, or anything of
public service."
Lee said that such service Is
legitimate as a way of fulfilling
one's patriotic duty under the selective service system. He added
that local draft boards do not inform young men of this aspect of
the system, nor do they fill the
positions available in these lines
of work.
"In this state, the director of
the selective service said there
are more positions available of
the non-mllltary type than there
are conscientious objectors to fill
the positions," Lee said.
"I
would suspect the same is true
nationally."
Lee went on to give his explanation of why draft boards do not
take advantage of these positions
to facilitate those who are opposed to the draft for reasons
of conscience.
"Conscientious
objectors tend to be very embarrassing to local draft boards.
The board is in the business to
recruit men for the service so they
can fill their monthly quotas. This
Is their chief function—not to staff
social service positions, hospitals,
mental health institutions^ and so
on, although they are included in
the same selective service law."
Lee said that, above all, he Is
appalled by the waste of the war.
"We've got the most phenomenal

civilization the world has ever
known," he remarked, "andyetwe
take sonu jf our best men and send
them into some rice paddy halfway around the world, to defend
some principle that we admit does
not apply. Our government and the
military admit that we do not belong
there and yet they say we cannot
get out. I Just don't understand."
He is presently involved in pursuing some research on new techniques for scenery. "I want to
bring to college theater the techniques used on network television," Lee said. He cited the
plastic "drops" used on "LaughIn" as a possibility.
He experimented with the plastic
"drops" In "The Love of Four
Colonels," which was produced
this year. "The materials were
ordered from a Sears-Roebuck
farm catalog," Lee said. Headded
that he was pleased with the effect
and hoped to be able to experiment more with plastics and other
materials for scenery.
Lee Is an Instructor of scenery
design and lighting on the graduate
level. He has only to finish his
doctoral dlscertatlon before receiving his Ph.D. He studied scenery design In Rome at the Academy of Fine Arts, on full scholarship.
Lee said he Is available to anyone who wishes draft counseling.
His office Is in 209B Hanna Hall.

AT WORK IN THE SHOP-Along with his work in the theatrical
design shop, speech instructor Briant Hamor Lee keeps active
as a conscientious objector and draft counselor. (Photos by Brian Stiffens)
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Who's in
charge here?

A study in
governance
Written and Photographed

.

"Student power" has been the subject of much campus discussion, especially
during the recent student body elections when "increasing the students' role in
decision-making" was the sine qua non. Council bills, codes and constitutions,
revision committees and boards, blink in and out of the news in a disjointed miasma. And the more "meaningful dialogue" occurs between students, faculty,
and administration, the more confused relations seem to get.
This BG News study attempts to sort out the "powers that be" governing students' sojourn here, explores the present mechanisms of that power, and looks
into future possibilities for the University.

by Paul Collins

A truism of democracy Is 'h« power comes from
the people, and the State of Ohio notified the City
of Bowling Green In November of 1910 It was to be
the site of a normal school. The Institution whose
first classes met In the city's Armory has grown
to an expanding operation with 75 buildings and
1,100 acres of land. The g6vernor appoints a Board
of Regents and Boards of Trustees for the state's
universities, and the trustees hire the presidents
to run them.
The University president, like any top executive
of a m ultl-million do'lar enterprise, delegates authority to the specialists who, for the most part, are concerned with the more mundane aspects of the University — from ordering groceries for 9,000 students to computerized budgeting of millions of dollars.
Heading the lucky staff of administrators who
handle what Is roguishly described as "Student
Affairs" is Dr. Jam&s G. Bond, the vice-president.
Dr. Bond's people meet students from admissions
through placements, Including health and counseling
services, housing, financial aid, programs and activities, and, occasionally, discipline.
Aside from the predictable, mechanical problems
evolving from students* living In a University environment, there are the ever-developing problems
caused by the rapidly-changing student role.
Dr. Edward Ward, a lawyer, and assistant to Dr.
Bond, says, "I think there has been an erosion of a
concept which prevailed when I was a student here
about ten years ago — a concept of great trust and
confidence, an accepting In good faith decisions made
by the executives of the University. Today there Is an
emphasis on legal relationships."
The "erosion" began here in 1958, during the administration of Dr. Ralph W. McDonald, who, with
the University trustees, drafted a "Grant of Powers
for StuJent Participation In University Government."
GRANT OF POWERS
The Grant defines the alms of student participation — "to further the edicatlon of students in
democratic citizenship and governmental responsibility; and (2) to strengthen the University program
through the valuable contribution of students to its
government."
But, as Dr. Ward explains, "If you examine the
Grant critically, comparing It, for Instance, to the
Ohio Revised Code, It doesn't grant much power."

The document should be revised. Ward says.
"If for no other reason that It was drafted eleven
years ago, or more, when the climate of the University was extremely different from now. There
are many concepts and relationships In It which are
no longer applicable."
Th« Grant conferred on students appointed to University councils and committees "full and equal
duties, responsibilities, privileges and powers as
are vested In a faculty member or administrative
officer..."
It recognized the 1958 constitution of the Student
Body and Student Cou i-11, and authorized the Student
Court.
The Grant also Invested powers with the University
Union, Association of Women Students, Men's InterResidence Hall Government Organizations, sororities
and fraternities, and Student Discipline Board.
Changes in the Grant, though never formally
approved by the President or trustees, incorporate
the "Discipline Board" Into Student Court, establish
Traffic Court with Student Court as its court of
appeals, and Include the University Appeals Board
as arbiter where formerly the Dean of Students
alone settled questions.
It is perhaps lamentable that the word "power"
was used In the Gra.it, Instead of "Influence", because
It has brought about a preoccupation with a concept
that isllluslonary~thatrawpowerls*'upfor grabs."
Dr.' Bond wonders If "governance" Is a viable
term' "It Isn't relevant to the University," he says.
"Wo should be talking about 'nujiagemu.it.' University
decisions are not made on a head-count basis. We
operate on the strength and Influence of Ideas."
STUDENT COUNCIL
Student Council is authorized by the Grant of Powers and Article V of the Student Body Constitution,
the revised version of which was adopted April 8,
as an amendment to the old document.
The revision, brought as a result of an order from
Student Court, restructures Council and establishes
the mechanics of elections, but makes no change
In the former version's statement of purpose.
The constitution'8 Intent Is that "students may have
wide opportunities for responsible participation in
the government of the University community," and
that "the University may gain the advantage of student deliberation and experience..."

The first dictionary definition of "council" Is an
"assembly convened for consultation," but Student
Council Increasingly tends to favor the second definition, "a body appointed to assist in administration of government."
Student Council Bill 22, a Declaration of Specific
Student Rights, was passed October 10 last year. The
blU lists 12 "rights" of students, none of which Is
necessarily binding upon the University.
In a "position statement" former Student Council
President Nick Llcate wrote, "AS CITIZENS, students have the INHERENT rights of all others In
being free, subject to the laws and tenets of the
state, to make Individual decisions concerning their
personal conduct, to associate voluntarily as they
see fit, and to make agreements with the University
and any other formalized institution."
Student Council has Ineffectually tried to assert
purported "rights" for several years now, even to
stating, "Council fully supports dormitory autonomy
and will provide assistance for residence halls to
gain tliMr autonomy."
But Council Itself has coma under fire, and found
itself In the somewhat Ironic situation of being told
by the Student Court, which It appointed, that it was
not proportionally representative. The Court ordered
Council to restructure before passing further legislation.
The "Bill of Rights" Itself will be placed before
the student body In referendum next fall, In an effort by Council to determine If there is, Indeed,
a mandate from the students to push for more
"power."
Dr. Janv's Bond, vice-president for Studen' Affairs, Is concerned with his :o.n.;-Jtuency, too. In a
Parents Newsletter (April-May, 1969), he asked parents' cooperation In responding to a questlonalre
about the "degree or kind of control that should
be exercised by the University." Faculty opinions,
he wrote, are also being surveyed, "to assist the
University in redefining its relationship 'a students."
Nick Llcate lists two areas for change In the
future of student government. "First," he says,
"they need a source of greater Income so they
can establish the projects they want, without financial Interference. Secondly, there mast be a change
In the Grant of Powers. This will require a change
(PLEASE TURN PAGE)
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What is the
student's role?
Dr. Bond
in the perspective of the Board of Trustees. It
won't come until the Trustees are willing to let
the University grow regardless of outside criticism."
University Code

One of the most frequent sources of studentadministration friction has been the University Code,
which has the "avowed purpose... toprotectthehealth
safety, welfare and property of the University and Its
residents" and to "preserve the Intellectual and educational atmosphere which prevails throughout the
University community."
The Code was originally drawn up by former Dean
of Men Wallace Taylor In an effort to consolidate
a diverse collection of rules, regulations, and proscriptions applied by various campus authorities.
In the spring and summer of 1968 Dr. Ward
conferred with student leaders and substantially reduced the size of the document.
Ward's "Interim Code" was approved by the Trustees last faU.
The Interim Code Is a legally-oriented compendium
of "no-no's", and its first seclon deals with due
process of law.
Says Dr. Ward, "Because there has been an erosion
of trust between administration and students, something was needed to order their relationship. Students
are turning Increasingly to legal definitions of these
relationships, because the law Is perhaps one of the
most stable elements of our society."
Dr. Frank L. Mlesle, chairman of the speech
department and former faculty Senate chairman,
says "An educational institution Is a peculiar kind
of beast, with peculiar problems of conduct and behavior. To guarantee the maximum chance for education we've got to restrict In some way people's ability
to Infringe on others' rights to an education. Uften
we try to institutionalize It in rules and regulations, legallsm. Idon't like rules, butwe'vegot to have
some. The question Is 'Who's going to make them
and enforce them, and who's going to be restricted
by them?' "
The Office of Standards and Procedures Is the Instrument for dealing with Infraction of the code.
"Standards and Procedures" is a euphemism for
the Dean of Students, Raymond C. Whlttaker, an 1
Assistant Deans Patrick M. Conway and Mr. Vivian
M. Lawyer. The office, according to the '68-69

Thus the power In "counseling situations," as
administrators like to describe a student's being
called In, lies In the proscriptions of the code and
the authority of the deans to effect "counseling
solutions,"
Student Council's Code Revision Committee,
chaired by student Dan Warfleld, has worked most
of this year preparing first a revised version of
the code and, more recently, a "final" revision
which was sent to the Trustees via Dr. Bond, who
chairs the President's Advisory Code Committee.
Chief point of contention is the revised code's
provision that a student cannot be subjected to "counseling" by the dean without the student's consent.
Under the new document, students could insist upon
and get trial by their peers, which was not permitted
students Involved In the Rodgers Quadrangle walk-in
last quarter. Students charged with alleged violations
by courts outside the University could not, under the
revised code, be suspended until co>i/lcted.
Says Warfleld, "Dr. Bond Is seriously considering
separating the counseling from the dealing-out of
punishments. The question will be 'who deals out
punishment? Under what circumstances procedures?'
The Dean of Students' office Isn't really representing students. The Dean Is supposedly part of the
academic structure, analogous to the Dean of Liberal
Arts; but It doesn't work that way. As the deans
respond to faculty, he's supposed to respond to students."
Warfleld says his revisions would remove the
punishment function from the Dean of Students In a
"minority of cases, where the student for some reason
prefers a trial solution. Insofar as the Dean's part
of Student Services Is serving students, It would continue to do so."
"It's difficult to discuss the code," says Unlver
slty President William T. Jerome, "becauseyoucan't
discuss it apart fro.n Ihls almost unbelievable trend
toward legallsm which has simply Immersed the
University. The only reason we're talking about a code
now is that the state legislature ordered Universities
to establish rules and regulations that could be duly
published, so no one could have his rights Infringed
upon. The legislature reacted this way, basically, ,
because of the activities of the 'SDS - types.' "
Dr. Frank L. Mlesle thinks criticism of students
for "legallsm" Is unjust. "I don't know what else
Dr. Bond and his associates expected," he says.
"They come up with a cole like this, and then
when someone suggests revisions because he doesn't
like the rules of the thing, they accuse him of being
legalistic. They started the whole thing with a document that was legalistic. I'm concerned about 'due
process;' I don't think this is Just 'legallsm."
"Rules and Procedures"

Dr. Miesle

Student Services Handbook, "Is primarily the concerned with the Investigation and handling of the
counseling of students Involved in alleged violations
of University, municipal, state and federal codes."
Residence halls handle their own cases, as does
Traffic Court, both using Student Court as appellate
court. All other cases are referred to Standards
and Procedures, which may send them to Student
Court or the University Appeals Board, a fivemember board of two students, two faculty members,
and an administrator.
Extremely touchy cases not suitable for public
viewing go to a "special tribunal."

After the national outbreaks of campus disturbances the Ohio legislature passed Section 3345.21
of the Ohio Revised Code requiring Universities to
establish regulations and procedures governing faculty, staff, students and visitors at the institution. The
treatise published here does not Include the University faculty, who balked at "redundant" regulations governing possible mis-conduce. Because of
this the University, says Dr. Ward, is partially
"non-feasant" In regards to the law.
Dr. Mlesle says, "We didn't approve the 'regulations' statement for two reasons. First, we had no
part In construction of the list, and we didn't feel
we could buy a document prepared by another office
and handed to us on short notice. Secondly, not
all the items are mere duplications of Ohio law —
some are farther-reaching. Certain areas, we felt,
are related to broad questions of academic freedom,
and consequently need a great deal of study."
Dr. Mlesle cited item 7 of the Procedures and
Regulations statement, prohibiting "disorderly
conduct, lewd, Indecent, or obscene conduct or expression — verbal or written — on Universityowned or controlled property or at Universitysponsored or supervised functions," as the cause of
a "furor" in the Faculty Senate.
"It's more restrictive than the law would normally be," he said. "And like most obscenity laws,
It doesn't define what's obscene. Suppose as a theater
man I want to produce Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Some people would regard Its dialogue as extraordinarily obscene. Wou'd I be In violation?"
He said certain revisions were suggested at the
Senate's April meeting which would make the rules
suitable to the faculty, but added, "Whether the new
Senate will feel the same, I can't say."
The basic Issues of contention concern the underlying philosophy of what a university is supposed
to do and how It shou'.d jo about it. Dr. Bond wrote,
in the Parents Newsletter "Students on campuses

throughout the country are rejecting the traditional
relationship that students have had with faculty and
administration In the University community. They Insist that the older concept of 'In loco parentls'
be totally disavowed."
Dr. Bonl mentioned two critical concepts — the
in loco parentis function of the University, now
rejected by almost all universities, and the " University community" concept, which has had some farreaching ra/n'flcatlons.
The Idea of the University as a separate and special
"coTiinunlty" is widespread. "To develop Its own
posture and image in our society," says Dr. Ward,
"and to maintain its uniqueness, the University must
maintain control over Its own environment. The main
goal Is preserving an educational climate."
The University Code is an instrument for "preserving" the educational climate, according to Ward.
"By having rules and regulations which may be very
similar to the rules which prevail in the greater
society — the Ohio Revised Code or the ordinances
of the City of Bowling Green, for Instance ~ the
University has the right and the responsibility
to Implement achieving Its educational goals," he
says.
In an "Open Letter" to parents of University students, Dr. Jerome and Dr. Bond wrote, "we... have
always assumed that, when one voluntarily affiliated
with an Institution of higher learning — or any other
Institution in our society, for that matter — one
entered into an implied contract to live within the rules
established by that institution as being necessary
for accomplishing Its goals."
But Dr. Ward says he has "little faith" In the
contract theory, "because contract connotes equal
bargaining positions, and traditionally students and
administration have not been equated in terms of
bargaining strengths. Many court decisions are saying
you really can't talk about coitract when you have
unequal bargaining positions, so this Is no longer
a popular model for relating students and Universities.
Nonetheless, many feel the assumption that the University's mission Includes being a "law unto itself" to
preserve he unique educational environment, and the
"contractual theory" of students' subscribing to the
rules, have led to a "benevolent paternalism."
The Courts' Position

The nation's courts, too, have considered the
University unique; they have taken the position that
the University is sui generis , "it stands by Itself."
The courts have said they are not interested in
reviewing academic decisions, which they see as a
peculiar function of the University, not to be secondguessed by society.
In areas of disciplinary Judgment, however, the
courts have reviewed University decisions and, by
court order, reinstated students who, for one reason
or another, were denied due process of law in 'heir
dismissal by the institution.
Senator William B. Saxbe, while the Attorney General of Ohio two years ago, wrote an article on
"Student Discipline at State Universities," published
in the "Ohio Bar," publication of the Ohio State Bar
Association. The article concluded, "At the risk of

Dan Warfield
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I'm against the term 'student power—it's juvenile,
and a dead-end road, if it's an end in itself..."

Nick Licate

oversimplification, It Is reiterated that the touchstone of the courts In student disciplinary actions
has been fairness on the part of the university and
with this test our educational Institutions must find
themselves In accord. Certainly the fair-minded
example of the university Itself must be the underlying precept of the entire learning process."
"The court'sattltude," says Dr. Ward, "Is changing,
I In that constitutionally speaking, the student Is never
viewed as relinquishing or waiving his constitutional
rights when he comes on campus or enters a University community." The student Is, however, "askedto
assume greater obligations and responsibilities than
I he might have In relating to the larger society."
The Suspensions

In his statement of adjudication on 'he Unlverlsty
IAppeals Board's "committee action," a 4-to-l
I vote against the suspension of two students charged
Iwlth "narcotics" violations, President Jerome said
■"both nen have shown poor Judgments in their ac[tlons and associations preceding their arrests...if
I Innocent of wrongdoing himself, a member of the
■ academic community nevertheless has certain obllIgatlons to maintain standards of conduct higher tlm
I those of the larger society." He upheld the suspensions.
•The academic community," he wrote, "Incapable
Iof identifying and maintaining such standards...has
I little justification for continued public support in approbation."
Student Council In a 14-to-5 vote, passed a resolution stating it felt the suspensions were "legally
land morally wrong." "Any disciplinary action taxtri
[in the name of 'the best Interest of the University'
Ishould be subject to appeal to the groups that comprise that university," according to the resolution,
[which contended that "the President, as a member
[of only one of the groups that comprise the Unlver|«lty, cannot accurately Judge these Interests."
Dr. Michael Moore, president of the local American Association of University Professors, (AAUP),
[indicated to the President's Advisory Council the conIcern of the chapter In regard to some results of
''■•! suspension. He Indicated concern that there was
IDO appeal provision, and said he believed students
ould feel increasingly alienated from an admlnlstra|tlon they consider to have "acted captlciously."
At the May 27 meeting of the chapter, the report
the Ad Hoc Comm'ttee on Student Rights was unlan.'mously supported. The report reaffirmed the principles of the AAUP "Joint Statement on Rights
land Freedom.? of Students," concluded that the
■reasons for the suspensions did not conform to those
■In the Statement, and "condemned" administrative
fflclals for the action.
Dr. Moore read a letter from President Jerome
lisklng for faculty advice, and, in response, the
■chapter, "urged the Implementation of the Joint
■Statement as a statement of principle and policy."
|The chapter members present felt the Interim Code
|*as In large measure a duplication of Ohio Law, an 1
panted something with provisions peculiar to the
|Unlversity to replace a "legalistic code."
Dr. Moore criticized what he calls the "legallsfc-paternallstlc syndrome."
Dr. Jerome points out that there had been no

recent suspensions, prior to the "narcotics" cases,
and Dr. Bind had never before suspended a student.
"The decision to suspend the students Involved a
great deal of time and thought," says the President.
"I'm Intrigued," he continued, "and I probably
shouldn't say this, that there was all this concern
over suspensions In this particular setting, when
students are dropped rather frequently for so-called
academic purposes where they have no reasonable
recourse In many instances. The one they accept is
a true stlgm, on their records, anil this other becomes
a cause celebre."
"This Is why I feel your student governments
on many campuses In recent years have perhaps
spent too much time worrying about administrative
action and possible Injustices done In the name of
the administrative arm of the University, vis a vis
the decisions made by the academic arm."
Nonetheless, students are Increasingly showing
concern for decisions outside the "academic" areas.
"On this campus," says Dr. Miesle, "the main
thrust of student activism has been In areas outside
the classroom—residence halls, social life, dress
and conduct, and so forth. But I think it's a waste
of time to try to designate specific areas of control, as if decision and policy-making were a kind
of ca^-», which we're going to divide up, saying 'students get this piece, administration that, faculty this
piece'."
"We must recognize," he says, "that we're partners in the whole arrangement, and that It's not going to work If we Just try to cut it up. There are
strong Inter-relationships here, and I think our effort
ouuht to go Into discovering these and making them
more functional, rather than being concerned with
power, or who'll have the last word."
This year's Student Body President, Nick Licate,
agrees, to some extent. "Student power Isn't 'legal',
per se ; it's social power, power to organize your
constituency, to apply pressure directly to the administration, so that students have a voice. I'm agalnst the term 'student power'—it's juvenile, and
a dead-end road, If It's an end in Itself. What Is the
purpose of a University? It certainly Isn't playing
student government games.
"I think It should first teach you a skill so you
can function In society, and second, It should teach
you how to think," says Licate. "They're fulfilling
the first part very well; we have good technicians
graduating. But we don't have good citizens graduating—citizens who think and can derive a solution
in a crisis."
Tom Temple, student former-president of the Interfraternity Council, says, "I think It's incorrect to
think there must be a conflict between students and
administration. They should work together, rather
than forcing confrontation. The student can exert
his power through Influencing other people. I don't
think 'student power' Is legislated or codified on
paper."
Temple, whose former Greek constituency represents about a third of the campus, says he thinks
much activism is "grandstanding"—"Many'leaders
of the revolution' aren't so concerned with students'
welfare as they are with personal ego. They resort to
sensationalism Instead of making constructive headway."
If students Interested In change would "do their
'homework' on Issues, research and organize their
suggestions," says Temple, "they could have tremendous Influence In many areas—trustees, alumni,
parents, administrators, faculty. I think that because
of the radicals' activities a new receptlveness had
developed to receive well-prepared suggestions. Student leaders would do well to take advantage of
this new climate."
The newly-elected Student Body President, Bob
Mlchalsld, feels that "Student government serves In
more than an advisory capacity; the Importance of
its opinion In shaping policy makes It more. It's a
decision-making role In academics and, increasingly,
In social areas."
"Too often," says Mlchalsld, "studen'.government
acts like a government Instead of being one. Structurally, we have a president and three vice-presidents, but fuctionally we fall short, at least so far,
In the most Important area In government—committee
work. The committee should be coming up with
solutions, concrete Ideas, and publishing reports and
recommendations to the University community at
large."
He feels that "well-researched, well-written, wellpresented Ideas will have maximum effectiveness
through student recognition."
Dr. Miesle believes "very firmly that students

President Jerome
should have a part In the policy and decision-making process. The real question Is 'What form should
that voice take, on what Issues, to be exercised
In what manner?' Everyone pays lip service to the
need for more say for students, and I sometimes
wonder why we aren't making faster progress."
Dr. Ward sees the Grant of Powers, although he
feels It should be rewritten, as an "Invitation to
students to be knowledgeable first, and persuasive
and Influential In the affairs of the University. It
Implicitly urges the students to use well-researched
positions to argue for relevant reforms and to place
before the administration well-designed, creative,
and Innovative programs."
"There is a committment," says Ward, "In the
Grant on the part of the University, In a unilateral
sense, to oe responsive to the real and well-articulated needs of the students."
Dr. Bond Is aware of the students' need for "activism."
"Students In political or social sciences, for lnstanle," says Dr. Bond, "are looking for a sense of
Impact beyond their studies. They should be able to
experiment In what they're learning, and we must provide opportunities for them to use these concepts. If
we don't, they're going to shake this place—they're
not going to go into cocoons."
"So they get Involved in student government and,
sometimes, want too much Impact from It.There's a
limit to which we can allow them to experiment with
the concepts of the University. How much can we
allow students to experiment with the house in which
we live, without running the risk they'll tear It dowa
around our ears?"
Dan Warfield, of the Code Revision Committee,
says, "We'd probably be better off If the University
concentrated on the academic areas, and got out of
the housing business, the parent business, and the
social activities business. But they're In It, and we
have to deal with the situation."
"We went Into this," he says, "with the Idea that,
while we're not happy about It, there are going to be
a lot of rules. As long as they're there we want some
sort of perimeters on them, some form of 'due process.' I agree this Is legalistic, but as long as we're
operating under a quasi-legal system, we'd rather
have It constitutional."
There are paradoxes in the attempt to escape
"paternalism" through "legallsm". The students and
faculty are Increasingly Institutionalizing their fears
and concerns, all the while bemoaning bureaucratic
complexities of modern life. While complalnlngof the
loss of individuality and the impersonality of their
governance, students clamor for a "government of
laws, rather than a government of men."
"Not only are some people Insisting on a mechanical way of handling problem s, that Is de-personaliidng our University," says President Jerome, "but
even worse, and their greatest crime, Is to attempt
to make all our universities alike.
"They're working toward the antithesis of student
freedom" he says, "because they would eliminate
choice among Institutions with personalities, as it
were, of their owa. Bowling Green, given its background, particularly In the field of education, and
with its increasing committment to social-action type
programs, can be unique. I've been fighting with the
Board of Regents to preserve the integrity of this
University, although they are pressuring toward
sameness In the interest of economy. I can't run a
university that's going to be similar to every other
school In the country."
Some students and faculty have fallen Into this
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Dr. Bond says:

Dr. Jerome says:
I think a simplistic view Is being taken In not realizing that there are
other values used In deciding—working with our personnel people In
what you might call a non-legallstlc view...I said on television and
radio no', long ago that one of the great problems for an administrator
In handling the Issues of student confrontation Is the fact that you can't
really count on your faculty in a pinch. I was talking generally about the
nation, although the same would be true here to a degree. I got some very
annoyed reactions, but a few days later, the faculties of Harvard and
Cornell reversed themselves. They're under great pressures and very
moralistic; they have such very high moral values thai they are almost
afraid to Impose them on anyone else. So they have no concept, as you
would in Industry, of loyalty...I would define my job as trying to articulate the goals of the University, and then trying to teach the various
'publics.' That term Isn't too popular here, but nonetheless, there are
m.iay publics, or 'classes,' If that makes people happier, that I must
teach. I say, 'This Is the kind of University we want to be, and these
are the resources we need to run It.' This gives the University a sense
of movement, a sense of destiny, and this Is teaching In one of Its finest aspects...This is still a very open-ended University with great potential.
...If you read a letter by one of th; professors earlier this week in the BG Sens, along with the AAUP statement of its
executive committee, you find It reflects a concept of behavior that is
completely foreign to my thinking. The professor seems to run the
argument that my decision Is a 'hodge-podge' because I gave several
reasons for the suspension. Under strictly legalistic Interpretation,
you can only charge a person on a specific count, and he's guilty or
not on that count. But we're not talking about 'guilt,' we're talking
about what Is necessary to help young adults develop to their best
capabilities, develop responsibility, and what we used to call character.

We want to make the code less legalistic, the entire code. I would like
eventually to turn the code, and It's an enormously difficult task, Into
a standard-setting 'educational' document, more philosophically oriented...I think the 'Commission on the Mission' Is probably the most
significant com-nlttee we've had In this University In a long time. I
hope It gives us some of the philosophical underpinnings, redefining and
reartlculatlng what we're here for...I don't think the primary purpose
of the University Is to bring about social change. If It should become such
an Instrument, It would become also a political Institution, more subject
than It could tolerate to political pressures and power plays. The University must remain relatively free from political pressures. If It enters
the political areana, we've had It; we simply can't function that way.
Our objectivity would constantly be qualified by political exlgencles...I
think many people don't understand this topic of governance. They seem
to view it on a political model, and the problem in our universities Is
that we've never developed an educational model. We've borrowed from
other systems—political, military, and legal—In deciding how the place
shall be run. We need a model consistent with the processes of higher
education, and our task In developing a model Is to get one consistent
with and unique to, our m:sslon~not a 'steal' from any other system...
Much of our difficulty now Is that higher education did not articulate
Its mission well... The most effective and dynamic table of organization we could build would have overlapping circles, or spheres, of Influence. Much difficulty may come from thinking In terms of static
helrarchy. This doesn't show what happens lnacommunlty of scholars...
We let words run our lives sometimes Instead of dealing with the concepts underlying them. We shouldn't ge! hung-up on the term 'power.'
I don't like the term 'code.' If we can come up with an educational,
philosophical document, we'll be on the right track.

What's in the future?
"I think the 'Commission on the Mission' is
sameness of approach, says the President, and this
has led to his conment, "If you don't like the character of Bowling Green, find an Institution you do
like."
But the character of Bowling Green is hard to nail
down because It Is rapidly changing.
"I think the Faculty Senate," says Dr. Mlesle, "is
potentially a most lmportan' part In decision-making,
and that It's growing In influence. The charter defines
certain policy areas in which 'lie Senate has authority,
but the list Is not a very meaningful one—the Senate
can award honorary degrees, determine attendance
regulations, etc., and give advice, which does not have
to be accepted."
Dr. Bond sees change In the relationships of the
University's components, as expressed In the Parents'
Newsletter.
And students, at least a vocal minority, are adamantly seeking a new role for students In University
governance.
"I think It's very true that the functions of a University are changing," says Dr. Ward. "They're
being forced to change largely because of the great
flux In our society, which Is now desperately looking
to the university for different missions, different
goals, different functions. Students are very realistically demanding a much greater voice and participation In the affairs of the university. This Is why
they are more rapidly challenging the right of an
Institution to move against a student, and are being
successful In some areas where there rights are
clearly being overlooked or subjugated."
A University brochure, "An Act of Faith," Includes
among the "Strengths on which the Mission Builds"
student activism—"At Bowling Green we believe this
to be a natural, and, within reason, a healthy expression of the search for relevance throughout society.
This searching, this questioning of tradition and the
established order, Is taking place because today's
students want to solve the problems of the nation and
the world, not because they shirk Involvement."
What does the future hold? Increasing suspicion,
bureaucratlcally Institutionalized distrust, with an
attendant Inward-orientation, awiy from society—or
complementary Influence factions working together
in the common Interest toward scholarship and personal development In an educational environment?
As always, the result will probably be a mixture.
"I think students are, for the most part, content
with their environment," says Tom Temple. "They
see college as a temporary arrangement; they're
Investing a certain amount of time and money, looking toward a sheepskin as a reward. Ttij.i, they're
missing the boat In education—the experience In
which they must think."
Says Nick Llcate, "If the University Is to be experimental, to teach the student how to think, they are,
in some cases, going to have to deviate from the
norms of the society that surrounds them. Bowling
Green University cannot be bound by thenormsof the
City of Bowling Green—the Idea Is absurd."
Robert J. Harper, a Student Court Justice and former Student Council representative, has strong prognostications for the future of University governance.
"The University administration," says Harper,
"says, 'this Is the code to be upheld here',but it
should be the students saying 'We want the code
applied here,' if it's to be applied at all, with students being tried by students. Then It'll be an
educational experience. As it Is now, the code Is
Just a club the administration conned from the state
of Ohio. Society cooperates because the code helps
the institution turn out status quo graduates."

probably the most significant committee
we've had in this University in a long time.
"I think that when I'm living In a dormitory, I'm
renting a room; I should be governed by the laws of
Ohio, not the rules of a special group of people who
are trying to play the part of my parents. Administrators should administer the fact-ani-flgures work,
the mechanics.
"The purpose and motivation of the University
should come from students and faculty In one body.
What we have Is Irrelevant to society—no courses
are available which deal with major social problems
to which the University should be addressing Itself,
such as socialist economics, black culture.
"The University should be critical of society and
try to solve Its problems. But Instead, we're Just
building little cogs to fit on a gear somewhere,
replacement parts for the status quo mechanisms.

Dr. Jerome

President Jerome, on whom the legal responsibility
for the University's governance falls, would disagree.
"We're concerned with helping young adults develop responsibility," he says, "and what we used to
call 'character.' It Is necessary that the University
provide standards to which the students can react, In
order that they may fashion their own philosophies of
life, their own systems of values.
"But If you never stand for anything, If you never
take a position on anything, how can a young adult
develop?
"I think that a simplistic view is being adopted
toward most of our problems by students, and, Pm
afraid, sometimes by faculty and administrators. As
I've often said, this has led to the phenomenon of
the University's being almost anti-intellectual, In

11

the sense that they're not getting the facts, analyzing them objectively and dispassionately, before
reaching conclusions.
"I sense keenly and feel strongly that we as administrators and faculty have done our students a
great disservice In allowing them to think that the
development of the mind only Is the primary objective of a University education, and that therefore
anything they do outside the classroom, any otherwise questionable behavior, Is irrelevant,
"And I say this Is not so, because In an educational
Institution you give up certain rights, Just as when you
become an apprentice. You are there to learn and to
take orders. It may be painful sometimes, but It's
part of the development.
For a month-and-a-half this summer the "Commission on the Mission," headed by Dr. Robert
Goodwin, professor of philosophy, will study and
explore the philosophy, purposes, and functions of
the University—Its much-talked-about mission. The
group of six faculty members, four students, and two
alternate trustee-members, will work each morning
for four weeks, starting June 23. They will discuss
topics pertinent to the University and consultants of
national prominence. At the end of the talks, a "white
paper" will be prepared, reporting the findings and
conclusions. Other members of the Com V 53lon will
prepare reports on various other topics, to be published In one volume.
Members of the student section are being selected;
faculty members are: Dr. Trevor Phillips, Dr. Maurice Mandell, Dr. Otto Bauer, Dr. Richard Carpenter,
Dr. Bernard Rabin, and Dr. Goodwin.
The published results of the commission's work
will unquestionably be of great Importance In determining the future of University governance.
Certain areas of agreement in the University community have emerged: the power concept has been
debunked In favor of meaningful "spheres of Influence;" It is generally agreed, too, that the "Grant
of Powers" should be rewritten, and that a "legalistic code" is difficult, at best, to apply to a "community of scholars."
Almost universal Is the desire to promulgate a ■
philosophical statement of the purpose and mission
of the University, the means of achieving its goals,
and the relationships of Us component "publics."
Perhaps, In teaching students to dissect social
institutions in order to understand them, the University has over-emphasized analysis , and caused
a tendency to dlvlslveness, restrictive definition,
and bureaucracy.
The future of the University may very well lie In
synthesis , a constructive combining of Influential
forces, a creative approach to positive goals.
Says President Jerome, "The University can be
the most exciting place In the world, because It's a
growth opportunity. We're all here for the same common objectives.
"One is the development of the mind, the Intellect,
and the second, the development of the other parts of
the Individual—the physical aspect, the moral fiber,
the fun or working together, the young and the old
In a viable institution to make a better society."
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Top seniors, faculty
honored at banquet
Dr. Karl Vogt was the principal speaker last night at a banquet honoring seniors and retiring faculty members.
Dr. Vogt, dean of the College of Business Administration, presented
I awards to four retiring faculty members: Dr. Allen V. Wiley, Dr. Gilbert Cooke, Col. William Grace, US Army and Lt. Col. Wesley K. Hoffman, USAF.
Awards of Professor Emeritus' were presented to Professors Lewis
E. Manhart and Harmon R. Voskull.
Awards recognizing academic excellence were awarded to graduat| lng seniors by their respective departments.
The awards were presented as follows:
In the department of business administration: Philip Wtller, Nell
I Dletsch, Richard R. Barnes, Carole E. Gladd. Elolse Ralmer, Donald
Poling, Randal W. Schuck, Lawrence W. Kelly, Roger E. Aldns, and
| John D. Carpenter.
In the department of aerospace studies: Cralg Koontz.
In the department of business education: Linda Rollins Susan Gu| llch, Betty Batdorf, and Barbara Wilkinson.
From the department of business law: Galen Rupp.
From the department of finance and Insurance: Daniel E. Dugan,
[Thomas Sawlckl, Scott Tober, Ronald J. Sette, Richard M. Haaa
Bruce R. Bellkln, and Jay J. Balluck.
In the department of quantitative analysis and control: Paul Ward,
Daniel O'Leary, Carl Kabbe, James Stalnbrook. David Fledderjohann,
Gerald Hughes, John C. Wise, Patrick Moulin, Grant Illenberger,
] Robert Bortel, Gary Merkle, Gregory Hendel, and William Wels.

cademic recognition
iven seniors, faculty

'59 TR-JA topi; goads shape, 3525489, II Ranch Cl.
1060 Honda 65 cc's. Excellent rond
Only 1400 miles, $225. Call 8236192 or 823-6191
1962 Comet, lean, perfect. Economy car! $499 Tarry 421Compton
1967 Brldgestono Scrabblar 175
cc. J54-1094 attar 5
•64 Valiant Convertible,
clean $400. 352-5079

stick,

Brand new 1969 Honda 50, 1967
Honda CB-1J0, excellent shape.
Call 352-5459.
1964 TRI-6S0cc Motorcycle, Munta
4-track atero tape L 10 tapes.
Call 354-1371

classifieds

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
lease for summer. 3 blocks from
campua. $50 month. 354-6931
Two girls needed to share Apt
for summer. Each would have own
bedroom. Call 353-0211
1 bedroom Apt to sublease for
summer. Call 354-1283 after >
p.m.
Roommate needed to share Apt
Summer, one or both sessions.
Call 352-7221

We played our carda right. Kappa
Slg thanka for the fun party. Phi
Mu Pledgee
Men, approved housing, 304 E.
Court, summer or fall qtrs. 3541533
Rooms for male students for Fall
and Summur, near campus. Ph
352-7365
Roommates wanted for next year
2-bedroom newly built Apts. call
Barb, rm. 340, ext. 3130 or 31

Need two roommates for summer
and next year. Call Patrick Good, . One man needed for two man Apt
for next year. 354-6051

1 bedroom furn. Apt. avail, sum■67 vw Karmam This still has - tner sessions, Close to campua.
warranty, 3095 or after 5, 332353-4705
7013
One bedroom Apt for rent, sumHandcarved Western Hoping Saddle, . mar, extremely nice. Call 3324 yra. left on a 5 yr. free war- 7242
ranty. Very little wear.
Must
sell:
Best offer. Call 362-0366 Two men needed for Apt for eummer. Furnlehed, alr-cond., ext.
Farflsa Duo KeyboardOrgan. Must 2409 Rog or Tom
sell-Beat Offer. 352-2765
University Courts now leasing for
Harley Chopper-1200 cc'a440 lbs groups of 3-4 summer quarter,
Well done but needs lithts-$645 alr-cond., rurlahed, I block from
Call 332-9951, aak for Underwood campua. call 352-5811
5 to 6 p. m.
1 bedroom pool-aide Greenvlew
1067 Yamaha 250. CALL Chuck Apt to sublease for summer. 352In 111 Conklln. 10-12 p.m.
5997

Two 1-room elllclencloa to sub- .

Union or Education building. Need*
for finals. Reward T. Marvin 328
(lough St. 353-3275

Girls student rooms for summer
near campua. call 354-1533

One bedroom Apt subleased for
summer school. $110 per mo.-Call
354-9963
Eff. Apt., furn., alr-cond., Sublet
aum-$125/month. 352-7264 or 3627205
Needed:
1 male roommate for
summer Greenvlew Apts. PH 354- '
9961

Pudgey-woo, 1 love you-your little
woo.
Marty-Your' the greates "Big"
ever I
Chi o love. Your little
Pam.
Barb-Thanka for being a great
Pledge Tra!ner-AlphaGam"New"
Neophytea.
Michael:
Stay tuned June 3 for
a "Happy 2lat"-Rabblt.
WANTED: BUSBOY FOR SORORITY HOUSE. EXT. 3224.
Light Hauling. Cheap. Move your
furniture. Call Scott 354-3283
llousebov wanted Call ext. 14)5
Boubou:
I'm proud to be a new
Delt ptnmatel Love, Gall.
D.G. Pledges-You're doing a good
Job keeping our ship afloat. Keep
up the good workl
Qtlts Thanks for the great time.
It was a swell picnic. Phi Mu
Pledges.

LOST AND FOUND
Would anyone finding an Omega
Phi Alpha sorority pin contact
Ruth, rm. 208, ext. 3106. Reward
1X)ST: GlrlsOmega watch. Harshman sunning area. Reward. Sue
452 Ashley
LOST: Black notebook containing
hist. English 4 Pol. Set, notes.

Thanka to the sigs for the wild
time Saturday. Phi Mu Pledgee
'To the brown-eyed receptionist
and the brothers:
You've tried
the beat, now try the real-the
atar & creaant.
Let'e build a "Memorial" toAlpha
Sigma Phi at Frlday'a formall
Marilyn and Carol

Graduating seniors who had achieved academic recognition and
I retiring faculty members from the College of Liberal Arts were
honored during an Informal dinner Wednesday night in the Union.
Retiring faculty members which were honored were Dr. E. E. Dlckerman, Dr. Giles R. Floyd, Dr. Dorothy E. Moulton, Dr. Frank C.
Ogg, Dr. Willard Singer, and Dr. Paul F. Leedy.
Twenty-two recipients of individual awards were honored along
with seniors who had achieved a 3.5 accumulative grade point average.
The list of those honored Include:
Hlsham Hagdadi, Bonnie Banuard, Richard Barker, Joanne Blaha,
Dorothy Brown, Anna Crable, Joyce Donley, James Erbe, David Fero.
Gwendolyn Goodrldge, Naja Ann Gordon, William Griffith, Winifred
Gruhwald, Mary Jany Hahler, Mary Ann Happy, Jane Harger, ChrlstI opher Hoak, Alyce Hyds Hinat, Joseph Jacoby.
Howard Koff, James Korenowsky, Fredrick Mauk, Guy Melvln,
Daniel Mlhalko, Carol Nlewladomskl, Gerald Nye, David Olson, David
Patterson, Sara Peters, Richard Raeon.
Carol Ringer, Barbara Shaeffer, Susan Schaffer, Keith Shaw, Susan
Shaw, Betty Sommers, Karen Snedlker, Gary Stevens, Richard Siruckmeyer, James Welshlmer, Deborah Wlsenhunt, Daniel VelluccL
The $300 Gordon McQueston Award for scholarship was awarded
to Ronald Myers. Gary Keck was awarded the I ubrizol Award of $500.

The BUTTON HOLE TRIM

& KNIT Shop
B(/RG£#
> C#£f
HAMIURGiftS,

"it's a
date"

Cheese
burgers
$1.00

It usually is when your
wardrobe is outstanding. And the man with
a chalk or pinstripe
sportcoat or suit is
getting the glances
these days. Now, add
our exclusive "7-7"
shirt, club tie and the
new wing-tip buckle
loafer . . . you're
swingin'.
Swing with him, gals,
in the latest of the
late ... the bold
pattern A-line bra
dress. And what a
selection to choose
from. See 'em today.

Alpha Phi's Say:

CONGRATULATIONS
LOIS CORCORAN
Outstanding Woman
of the Year

CONGRATULATIONS
RON BOOSE
and
GARY REESE
ON YOUR ODK TAP-INS

BROTHERS
OFSAE

2He Bmuersity Sliop ^
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Trackmen seek
2nd All-Ohio title

Farrell named most valuable
It was aim ■si a clean sweep by
seniors last night at the lacrosse
banquet, of the team awards and positions on the A11-Midwest team.
Seniors Pete Farrell and Terry
Smith were voted most valuable
player and most Improved player
respectively by their teammates.
Pete scored 26 goals and added
13 assists as co-captaln for the
most successful Falcon stick team
ever. Smith reached his highest
totals with 19 points from his attack
position.
The coaches award from Mickey
Cochrane and his staff went to
senior Steve Hart whose 29 goals
surpassed his individual season

mark of 28.
Bowling Green and Denlson, who
managed the best records In the
Midwest this season, expectedly
grabbed the most honors of the
All-Midwest teams. The Falcons
landed five first place selections,
all seniors except for Junior
attackman John Dohms.
Steve
Hart also made the attack while
Pete Farrell and Chuck Winters
landed mldflelds' berths.
Bob Bartels also made firs' team
on defense.
The All-Amerlcan and South
team selections are expected next
week.

Oa-zel

NOW THRU
TUESDAY

Eve. at 7:00 and 9:20
Sat. at 2:00 and 4:30

The Horse in the
Cray Flannel Suit
&
Eve. at 7:30 and 9:50
Sat. at 2:30 and 5:00

Winnie the Pooh Feature
CONGRATULATIONS

HEFTY
HEAVE
- Discus
thrower Jim Reardon will try to
defend his title in the All-Ohio
meet Saturday at Miami. (Photo
by Brian Steffens)

It's off to Oxford again for the Falcon track and field team tomorrow,
with hopes of meeting better weather than the last time. Three weeks ago,
Mai Brodt'» squad made the same Journey sonth only to be rained out after
a few events with Western Michigan and host Miami.
SiiKe the cancellation, BG swept another triangular meet against
Marshall and Kent State, and took third place In the Mid-American Conference Championships. Saturday, they will try to defend their team
title In the All-Ohio Championships, although team scoring Is secondary
to individual performances.
Leading the Falcons to the top point total in a field of about 20 schools,
were Individual winners Jim Reardon in the discus, Bobby James In the
100 yard dash, Paul Talklngton in the three mile, and Sid Sink In the
steeplechase. BG also had two 440 yard relay team champions, of which
captain Jim Brone, Bob Horne, Staa Mien, Dave Ross, and Janrss will
be returning to run at Miami.
Given the best pre-meet chances of winning are Sink, who will run In
the mile and 3 mile, Paul Zitco in the high hurdles, James In the 100,
Horne in the 220, Ken Kelly In the 880, and Reardon in the discus.
Brodt will also be looking for a healthier Merl Mlchaells to be a contender in the shot put, Dan Lltzlnger to surprise the other hammer
throwers by placing in the top three and for javelin thrower Jeff
Huston to do the same.
Aside from the five MAC teams, Bowling Green will be up against
Ohio State, Cincinnati, Ashland, and Wllberforce, among other Ohio
colleges and universities.

Frosh win last 4, finish at 5-5

The freshman baseball team .-ebounded from a disastrous 1-5
record and ended Its season with
four straight wins over Toledo and
Kent State last week.
"I thought the team came through
In real fine shape," said Falcon
Coach Tom Relcosky, adding, "I
,.as really pleased with our comeback."
The Falcons downed Toledo 7-1
last Thursday and came back with a
3-' decision on Friday. Saturday
the squad bounced Kent State, 7-5
and 5-1.
BG put away the opening encounter with TU on the strength
of eight walks and six singles.

Rod Allen led off the first frame
with one of his three walks. After
Steve Hopkins reached on an error,
a fielder's choice and back to back
singles by Tom Kennard and Dave
Cramer plated all the tallies that
the frosh needed.
The freshmen had to put down a
last Inning Rocket rally to win the
second encounter.
Rod Allen came around for the
firs' run on a walk and three
wild pitches in the opening stanza.
Terry
McCray and Hopkins
knocked in the others with singles.
"All year long, we weren't a
real strong hitting team, but In
the final four games we started

PHIL WELLER
President ODK

CONGRATULATIONS
SHARON

ALCOA Foundation Scholarship
from the Brothers of TKE

Alpha Delta Pi's
Outstanding Senior!

getting the timely hits, besides
coming up with good pitching and
sound defense," said Relcosky.
"Pitching was the team's strong
point this season and It kept us in
every ball game."
Bowling Green did all of Its
damage In the Kent doubleheader In
the first two Innings ani then held
on for the sweep.
In the opener, BG scored three
In the first on a ground out, a
free pass and a hit batsman. Kennard and Schelley singled for RBI's
In the second with the final score
coming on Gross' safety in the
foarth.
The Falcons erupted for four
runs In their first at bat In the
nightcap ani added a single run the
following frame to seal the victory.
Ken Hess, Dave Gantz, Ken Krajewskl and Mike Baker were the
winning hurlers for the four contests.

Cricket club loses
The Cricket Clnb dropped
Its first match 53-40 to the
Wllloughby Crlckst Club.

L&L
D.P.
■■

Special

■■:■..■.■■■:<■■■■■■:■.

Theres Always A Reason To Eat
At

Term-end
service!

&

Direct to:
Cleveland
$6.50 one way

BiACK ANGUS

Youngstown
$9.75 one way

June 6

Dance To The Music Of

* Ask about
convenient
return service.

June 7

The Something Moore

June 13

-The Something Moore
Returns

June 14

-Dining And Dancing

* Why lug luggage?
Send it by
Greyhound.
* Buses leave from
425 E. Wooster
* For tickets and
InfoPhone 353-5982

Keepsake
DIAMOND RING*

You'll never forget the day
you chose your Keepsake. Its
matchless beauty and elegant
styling will always remind you
of your most wonderful
moment . . . your engagement
day.
Tr.4. Mil rUg.

£X&

JQtvirs
GO GREYHOUND
and leave the driving to us

JEWELRY STORE
125 N MAIN
PH. 3534691

With The Mark V Trio.

SPECIAL
Special surprise: Come to the Black Angus
and receive a graduation gift.
354-9655 for reservations
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SHOOTING AT THE TOP ■■ Carl William* make, a bid for
pole position. However, with a slow track and an
slower
car, Williams settled almost unnoticed in the tenth row.

By DAVE BROWN
"Let's move It!" With those words, I slowly
awoke and found the eyes of an Indiana State Policeman staring at the bottle of Schlltz In my left hand.
I was sleeping on the hood of the car when the patrolman spoke since there wasn't enough room Inside
with Tlch, but moving the line of cars was more
Important than upholding the law and we began the
slow, bumper-to-bumper ride Inside the Indianapolls Motor Speedway.
This was last Saturday when the tlnv: trials for
the 500-mile race finally began. After both days
of the previous weekend had been rained out, all
the pressure In the world was norr on '.he drivers
to qualify for the race.
The weather was cooperating, as It allowed temperatures to reach into the seventies with bright
rays of sunshine to be felt all day.
Fifteen minutes after Arnle Knepper had opened
the qullflcatlons with a four-lap average of 166.2
miles per hour, an1 200,000 people leaned forward
on their seats and watched a driver In a TurboFord approach the man with the green flag.
The driver , a three-time winner at Indianapolis
and the pole-sitter in 1965, was A.J. Foyt, who
earlier in the week had recorded a stunilne 172.3.
the fastest lap ever at the track. Foyt toured.the
first lap in 171.6 and maintained a high average to
qualify at 170.6.
The next serious challenger, Mario Andretti, was
lucky to be alive. Last Wednesday, Andretti demolished his STP Turbo-Ford but walked away with
only superficial cuts. He switched to last year's
car, but despite the cheers of the crowd, could only
average 169.851.
After the two biggest favorlties of the crowd,
Foyt and Andretti, had qualified their cars, the
rest of the drivers anxiously awaited their turns.
Some were Intent on winning the pole position while
others Just wanted to earn a spot in the race.
Bobby Unser, last year's winner, reached 169.7,
while one of the four rookies who actually made
the field, Mark Donohue, recorded a blistering 168.9,
the fastest qualifying time ever by a rookie.
Because of the hot temperatures in the mid-after-

TRY AGAIN -- Dennis Hulme in an Eagle with a
Turbo-Ford engine isn't being towed to save
gas. He was one of five drivers who needed

noon which Is actually the slowest time to ru;a,
drivers practiced rather than qualified for two hours.
The 25th and last driver to qualify on Saturday,
Dennis Hulme, was the last man with a chance to
catch A.J. Foyt and capture the pole position. But
he only managed a 165.434 clocking and Foyt had won
the pole position for the second time.
Andretti and Unser filled out the first row while
Donohue, Gordon Johncock, and Roger McCluskey held
the second row spots. Dan Gurney, who finished
second last year, Is In the fourth row while the pole
sitter of last year, Joe Leonard, Is alongside Mm.
The remaining eight spots we.it quickly Sunday,
with the slowest tlnr;, 160.851, belonging to Peter
Revson.
The average speed for the 33 cars in
166.295, the fastest field In Indianapolis history.
Twenty-five cars are riding on Goodyear tires while
eight will rest their hopes on Firestone. Eight cars
will use the faster Ford engine and twenty will attempt the 500 with the more durable Offeashauser.
Two of the top foreign drivers, Graham Hill and
Jochen Rindt, were withdrawn by sponsor Colin Chapman Sunday because the faulty wheel hubs on their
'cars were not determined to be 100% safe. The
same type of wheel hub was the cause of Andretti's
accident four days earlier.
Ironically, Jigger Slrols will not be In the race.
Jie could have won the pole position on the first day of
qualifications but he was called In by his crew
because of his slow time. If he would have finished
his fourth lap on that rain-drenched day, he would
have had tho pole position because he was the only
6ne to attempt to qualify.
Sun lay, his speed was not sufficient.
So after 22 days of practicing and two short weekends of qualifying, the field of 33 cars Is set for the
53rd running of the Indianapolis 500-mile race, due
to begin 11:00 a.m. Friday morning.
The first pick of Tlch to win the race was Jigger
Slrols but after his crew's miscalculations, he was
switched to Bobby Unser. My personal pick Is Dan
Gurney.
Well, that's about It for our Indianapolis experience
this year. We're out of money, out of clean clothes,
and if we go back for the race , we might be out of
school.

help after engine trouble halted their
qualifying runs,

Photos by Tlch

The people., young and old alike

INDY 500 RATES PAGE ONE - Early afternoon
headlines of "The Indianapolis News" show
that A.J. Foyt and Mario Andretti appear to
have the one-two spots wrapped up for the Memorial Day Race.

■
.
■

.

■

ALL EYES ON A.J. - Riding high on a set of
Goodyear tires is the Turbo-Ford of A.J. Foyt.
His winning time cashed in for the pole position in Friday's classic.
ft x^«fJBr?«EWBL_
WHO'LL GET THE CHECKERED FLAG? -Billy
Robinson of Fairfield Illinois takes a break from
car watching to demonstrate how the winner will
be glagged in on Friday.
flagged

■

•
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Transcending sounds in rock
By BILL GUBBINS
The Rolling Stones have always
been the epitome of what a rock
n' roll band should be. Even In
the beginning, when the Beatles
had sold out for a "clean" image,
the Stones were Just as they are
today: defiant, anti-establishment,
and musically violent.
As must now belegend, the group
got their name from an old Muddy
Waters album entitled "Rolling
Stone Bluos". The members of
the group firs* int-t during 19G3
at various Jazz clubs around Lon-

don, and soon began playing together.
They began to gain notoriety In
England around late 1963 and early
1964, when their wild shows drew
Indignant demands from parents to
have them banned. It must be
remembered that at that time the
Stones offered quite a contrast to
what the Beatles were doing. The
Beatles would corns on stage neatly dressed and oombed and do nothing more erotic than shake their
hair. On the other hand, the Stones,
would come out in their street

clothes with hair that looked long
and dirty, and Mick Jagger would
accompany his vocals with the
type of dancing and gyrations that
have mide singers from Elvis to
Jim Morrison look palled In comparison. The net relutt of all the
fuss, was that the more the adults
were disgusted by the Stones, the
more popular they became.
Musically the groups roots lie
In Rhythum n' Blues and black
American rock n' roll. This Is
the type of m_slc that they did
on their firs' four albums. "The

v*..
"Mick Jaeger wcild accompany
his vocals with the type of dancing
and gyrations that have m-ide singers from Elvis to Jim Morrison
look paiyd- In comparison."

"*■

Photo by Jim Marshall

The Law and the Tower
By FRED ZACKEL
By the lake with Illy waters,
we ambled, our child In tow, his
small hands held within ours. We
gave him the dusk, arcing downward, covering the lake and the
land. He marveled at its magesty and we marveled at his understanding.
Then he saw, across the lake,
the faraway tower and asked us
who It was that lived within It.
Fearfully, we spoke.
"It Is dangerous to know," we
told him.
"An old man lives
there, a man older than the lake,
older than the stars, and even
older than those three colors which
fashion our world."
His face fell as he gazed upon
the tall wood structure.
He
asked us why It was we could not
visit the old man. Our child
wished to meet that old man In
his tower.
"The old man lives apart from
all other people. He does not
need to have us visit him."
Our child urged us.
"If no one visits him, he will
become lonely.
Please may I
see Mm?
"Child", we said, "It Is not
necessary. He Is happy and he
is friendly. He Is a Judge of
Life. Without him, and those who
are like him, there are no names
for things. He gives names to
Life; he is a Restorer of Life.
He holds the Repository of Words."
The child turned to us and was
puzzled.
"Is he God?" the child asked.
"No, child, he Is but a miin.
Someday he must die, Just as
once he was but a child as you
are."
"Would ie scare me? Will he
hurt me?"
"He Is a teacher, and he can
not hurt nor harm you. He Is
a mirror of men. If a mirror
frightens you, then It Is you who
are frightening. If a mirror hurts,
then it is the viewer who produces the hurt. He cannot hurt,
but he can change. When a man
sees himself In a mirror for the
first time, he sees himself as he
Is. This Is the change that the
old man In the tower may cause
within you."
Yet the child still pleaded.
And, finally, after his tears
had fallen, we agreed to his desires. He was young; he could
not understand the dangers. He
was happy when we agreed, but we
were not, although the Law tells
us to be happy.

We walked around the rim of
the lake and to the dust-colored
tower and we walked slowly up
the tall staircase. With silent
fears, we called for admission.
The heavy wooden door opens
and the old silent one stood waiting. He motioned us Into the room
and the child, forgetting us, ran
In ahead of us.
The old man watched the child
for a moment, then asked why we
had brought the child. We told
him that the child had demanded
to be brought. He nodded and
watched the child.
The child asked the old man
to explain the huge tapestry on
one wall. The old man spoke to
us again.
"You realize what Is happening?"
She began to cry softly. I held
her close and muffled her sobs
within my coat. The old man
answered the child.
"It is the fabric of this world.
Everything that has ever been,
Is marked by a small cross. The
legend tells what place these crosses have In the master scheme.
What Is not listed Is worthless
and will not survive the test. Here
Is faith. This Is light. This Is
love. We are here, at the crossroads.
The Law protects this
fabric from thelves who seek their
own ends. Justice demands this
fabric remain free from those who
seek to control."

Then the child wandered away
from the fabric and stood silently
within the shifting beams of sunlight entering through the window.
He turned this way and that, watching his shadow. Then, to no one,
he asked, "Why is it that I can
only see one half of my shadow.
I can see either my right half,
or my left. Never the shadows
of my entire body."
I tried to comfort her In her
sorrow.
The child asked us, "May I
stay here In this tower?"
She broke this time Into choking tears. I kissed her and held
tightly.
The old man came 'o as and
placed his hands upon her. She
halted, and was silent, droplets
still running down her cheek.
The old man smiled and spoke
low.
"The child has decided. We
cannot reverse It. The Law so
demands.
You may take him
•vith you, but he shall always leave
an I come back here. Be proud.
He shall remember you. And you
can do no more for him. He has
decided."
We left and walked back to our
home. Our child had mr.de his
life choice. We could do no more.
The ancient man of the tower
would guide him. The Law would
protect him.
No one ever returned from the
tower. No one ever wished to.

Rolling Stones", "Rolling Stones
Now", "12 X 5" and "Out of Our
Heads".
The trend In most of the British
groups in those days was to Imitate American rock n' roll by
doing material by such people as
Chuck Berry and Little Richard.
Not only were these imitations usually poorlv done, but in the translation they lost all the power of
the originals. The exception to
this rule was the Stones.
Jagger's unique vocal style made
such songs as Berry's"Carol" and
Rufus Thomas's "Wulkln' the Dog"
not only excellent imitations, but
actually Improvements over the
originals.
Two of the groups members,
Jagger and Keith Richard, were
soon wrltting an Increasing portion of the groups material, and
were also penning most of the
Stones early hits, such as "Heart
of Stone", "The Last Time" and
"Tell Me".
The Rolling Stones officially
came to the front In 1965 with the
release of "(Ican't get no) Satisfaction". Not only was the song
fantastically finaclally successful,
but was (and still Is) considered
one of the greatest songs in the
history of rock n' roll.
From the success of "Satisfaction" the Stones did the albums
"December's Children", "Aftermath" and "Between the Buttons"
and had hits in such songs as "Get
off my Cloud", "As Tears Go
By", "Mothers Little Helper" and
"Ruby Tuesday".
During this time the Stones were
doing many good son»s, but became
somewhat repltatlve in album cuts
and also tended to follow wnatever
the Beatles were doing. Yet even
when they were doing their impressions of anothers work, the Stones
usually did It better.
A case in point is their 1967
album "Their Satanic Majesties
Request". The album Is obviously, as the critics lost no time in
pointing out, the Rolling Stones

reply to the Beatles "Sgt. Pepper"!
Yet If the album Is dismissed forl
that reason alone, it reflects poorl
Judgement of the part of the re-|
viewer.
What the Stones did in "Ma-1
jesties" was to use all the things I
the Beatlesintroducedln"Pepper"!
such as electronic music, stereo I
sojnd effects and total lyrical!

arts

page
construction, and take them to their I
logical conclusion. "She's Llkel
a Rainbow" and "2000 Light Years
From Home" can stand up favor- [
ably to anything from "Sgt. Pepper".
Their latest , "Beggar's Banquet", Is undoubtedly the Stones at
their best.
It contains songs
which show the Stones as leaders
rather than followers of pop trends, i
The songs , especially "Street
Fighting Man" and "Stray Cat
Blues" , show the groups return
to their past style of violent,
organic rock n' roll.
The best song of the album,
though, Is easily "Sympathy for
the Devil", which combines all the
best parts of the Stones style |
Into one song. The lyrics are
among the best Jagger and Richard |
have ever written.
The main success of the Rolling Stones is that even during
periods of Intense experlem citation, the group has never los'
touch with either their musical
roots or the interests of their
audience.

Theatre Unbound
By DANEEN FRf
Issue Editor
Theatre Unbound will be presenting the play "The Madness of
Lady Bright" by Lanford Wilson on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
at 8 p.m. In the Graduate Center.
The play concerns an aging homosexual who progressively loses
his sanity because of extreme loneliness. Loenard Durso senior
In Education, portrays "Lady Bright" in this express'lonlstlc
play which presents the violent world through a distorted vision.
Subconscious glimpses of "Lady Brlght's " moods and char acter
are prepresented by the girl, Leslie Flanders, sophomore in
Liberal Arts, and the boy, Jim I.amlel, freshman In Liberal Arts.
Theatre Unbound Is presented by University students with the
sponsorship and advice of the Faculty Theatre. The play Is performed on a three-quarter round stage to enhance the Intimacy of
the players to the audience.
"The program is new this year to help students do what ths-y
want to do," commented Paul Lu-:as, Junior in Education and
director of the play. "The Madness of Lad/ Bright" is the third
Theatre Unbound production.. We have also performed "In Summer
Quite Another Way" and "Little Prince."

Observing the world-The Rolling Stones
Photo courtesy of London Recording*]

Arts Calendar
NET PLAYHOUSE—Presents
"Everyman" at 8 p.m.on Channel
70. In this updated version of
the 15th Century drama, all characters appear in modern, natural
clothing.
GRADUATE STUDENT RECITALW1U be presented at 8:15 p.m.
In the Recital Hall In the School
of Music Bldg.

STUDENT RECITAL—
Will be
presented at 3 p.m. Sunday In the
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.
It Is free and open to the public.
"SOUNDS OF SUMMER"— Will
feature Pablo Casals conducting
works by Mozart and Brahms, Sunday at 8 p.m. on Cahnnel 70.
JOINT STUDENT RECITAL—Will
be held at 8:15 p.m.Sunday in th
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg."

The
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FOR JUNE 2 THROUGH JUNE ll»

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY STAFF STUDENTS
&

■

Calendar
MONDAY, JUNE 2
1:15 a.m.-U:30 p.m.

Pre-registration for Fall Quarter
Sophomores who will have earned 86 hours
or less at the end of the current quarter
are asked to pre-register today. Sophomores who will have earned 1»5 or U6
hours, however, will register Tuesday
morning. (See calendar below.) "Newspapers" containing exact times for preregistration and a schedule of classes
for the Fall quarter have been delivered
to all dormitories and sorority houses.
Commuters and residents of fraternity
houses may obtain a copy at the information
desk, Adm. Bldg.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

3:U5-5:**5 P«"».

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

h p.m.

Panhellenic Council Meeting
Alumni Room, Union.

6 p.m.

Poetry Class — Non-Credit Course
Offered in cooperation with the free
university program. Open to all students
and faculty members.
Room 303, Moseley Hall.

6:30 p.m.

Orchesis Auditions
Spring auditions for the modern dance
group will be held today. Both men and
women students are eligible.
Room 302, Women's Bldg.

7 p.m.

M.E.N.c. Meeting
The student chapter of Music Educators
National Conference will hold the final
meeting of this quarter.
Room 102, School of Music Bldg.

7 p.m.

Beta Alpha Psi Meeting
*
In this final meeting of the quarter, Beta Alpha Psi, accounting
club, will elect and initiate prospective members. Officers
for the 69-70 academic year will also be elected.
River Room, Union.

8 p.m.

Orientation Leaders' Meeting
Students who will serve as orientation leaders in the fall
are asked to attend this short meeting. Laurie Walkup, chairman
of the Student Orientation Board, will explain the responsibilities
of an orientation leader and outline the fall orientation schedule.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

8:15 p.m.

Joint Student Recital
Ronald Ziegler, clarinet, and Judy Kaufman, flute, will perform.
Free and open to the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

9 p.m.

Inter-Fraternity Council Meeting
Alumni Room, Union.

TUESDAY, JUNE 3
8:15 a.m.-U p.m.

Pre-Registration for Fall Quarter
Sophomores who will have earned 1*5-1*6 hours at the end of the
current term will register until 10:30 a.m. Freshmen will
register from 10:1*5 a.m. to k p.m. "Newspapers" containing exact
times for pre-registration and a schedule of classes for the
fall quarter have been delivered to all dormitories and sorority
houses. Commuters and residents of fraternity houses may obtain
a copy at the information window, Adm. Bldg.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

3:U5-5:»*5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

U p.m.

Publications Committee Meeting
Capital Room, Union.

6 p.m.

United Christian Fellowship Worship
Prout Chapel.

6:30 p.m.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Meeting
Perry-Croghan-Harrison Room, Union.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE k
2:30-5:30 p.m.

National Defense Loan Interviews
Student borrowers who are graduating or terminating their
studies at the end of the current quarter are asked to report
for group interviews Wednesday, Thursday or Friday of this
week. Report to the Student Financial Aids Office, 305 Student
Services Bldg., to arrange for an appointment.
Capital Room, Union.

-2-

3:U5-5:U5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

k p.m.

Inter-Sorority Pledge Council Meeting
Wayne Room, Union.

5:15 p.m.

Kappa Delta Pi Initiation
Fifteen new student members and 3 new faculty advisors will
be initiated into the education honorary.
Alumni Room, Union.

6 p.m.

Kappa Delta Pi Banquet
New initiates will be guests of honor. Members and their
guests are also invited to attend. Cost of the dinner is $3.25.
Reservations must be sent, with checks, to Dr. Virgil Ort,
365 Education Bldg.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

7 p.m.

Religions of Man — Non-Credit Course
Open to faculty members and students, this course is based
on Huston Smith's The Religions of Man. This session will conclude the course with a study of Islam. Offered through the
free university program in cooperation with the United Christian
Fellowship.
Second Floor Lounge, Anderson Hall, Harshman Quad.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

The University and Society
Free university class discussion of the successes, failures, and
relevance of the university. Open to the university community.
Room 303, Moseley Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Percussion Ensemble Concert
Free and open to the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5
2 p.m.

New Employee Orientation Meeting
The University Personnel Office will hold its first orientation
meeting for new employees. The program includes a film and
explanations of BGSU procedures and policies. The meetings are
for all new classified personnel and will be held each month,
for the employees hired that month. An evening meeting will
be held at 10 p.m. for those unable to attend this afternoon.

2:30-5:30 p.m.

National Defense Loan Interviews
(See calendar for Wednesday above._

3 p.m.

Lutheran Student Association Coffee Hour
Wayne Room, Union.

3:1+5-5:^5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

-3-

6:30 p.m.

Christian Science Organization Testimony Meeting
Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

6:30 p.m.

Orchesis Meeting
Election of officers will be held.
Room 302, Women's Bldg.

T p.m.

Student Council Meeting
Room 112, Life Science Bldg.

10 p.m.

New Employee Orientation Meeting
(See calendar for 2 p.m. above.)
Room 20, Shatzel Hall.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6
2:30-5:30 p.m.

National Defense Loan Interviews
(f?ee calendar for Wednesday above. )
Capital Room, Union.

3 p.m.

Track
The Central Collegiate Conference holds its meet at BGSU.
Whittaker Track.

3:1*5-5:1*5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

6 p.m.

U.A.0. Campus Movie
"The War Wagon" stars John Wayne, Kirk Douglas and Bruce Cabot.
The story has John Wayne trying to regain some land stolen by
Bruce Cabot. His main obstacle is the War Wagon, a heavily
armored coach, filled with gold bullion. Free admission to
BGSU students and members of faculty and staff.
Main Aud., University Hall.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"On the Waterfront" tells the story of waterfront gangsterism.
Marlon Brando, Lee J. Cobb, and BGSU's Eva Marie Saint star.
Free admission to BGSU students and members of faculty and staff.
Main Aud., University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Student Recital
Debbie Haas will perform on the clarinet.
public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

9=30 p.m.-12:30

Free and open to the

The Crypt Coffeehouse
Discussion and program night. Open to the public.
United Christian Fellowship Bldg.
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10 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"The War Wagon" (See calendar for 6 p.m., above.)
Main Aud., University Hall.

SATURDAY, JUNE 7
11 a.m.

Track
The Central Collegiate Conference Meet. (See calendar for
3 p.m., Friday, above.)
Whittaker Track.

All Afternoon

Second Annual President's Club Day
BGSU benefactors who have donated $10,000 or more over a
period of 10 years, or who have made a deferred gift of $15,000
or more are guests of honor. The afternoon begins with refreshments at 2:30 p.m. in the White Dogwood Suite, Union.
Club members will then confer with selected members of the
faculty in one of the academic buildings. President Jerome
will host a cocktail party at his home prior to a black-tie
dinner in the Carnation Room.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

6 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"On the Waterfront" (See calendar for Friday above.)
Main Aud., University Hall.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"The War Wagon" (See calendar for Friday above.)
Main Aud., University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Graduate Student Recital
Dorothy Crum, soprano, will perform.
public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

9:30 p.m.-l a.m.

10 p.m.

The Crypt Coffeehouse
Sound Off Night for local talent.
United Christian Fellowship Bldg.

Free and open to the

Open to the public.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"On the Waterfront" (See claendar for Friday above.)
Main Aud., University Hall.

SUNDAY, JUNE 8
10:30 a.m.-Noon

Lutheran Student Worship
Services conducted by the Rev. Paul Tuchardt.
Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.
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3 p.m.

Student Recital
Joe Jacoby, pianist, will perform. Free and open to
the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

5 p.m.

Spring Concert — Fine Arts Program for Children
The student orchestra, jazz ensemble, instrumental chamber
ensemble, general music students and soloists from the fine
arts program will perform. Free and open to the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

Graduate Student Recital
Bill Mansfield, organist, will perform.
the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Building.

Free and open to

MONDAY, JUNE 9
All Day

Spring Quarter Examinations

3:U5-5:U5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

TUESDAY, JUNE 10
All Day

Spring Quarter Examinations

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11
All Day

Spring Quarter Examinations

All Day

Ohio School Board Association Workshop
Approximately 125 school board clerks and treasurers will
meet for the annual workshop of the Northwest Region. Dr.
Ralph Geer, director of off-campus programs, is director of
the workshop.
Union.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 12

All Day

Spring Quarter Examinations

3:U5-5:U5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

FRIDAY, JUNE 13
3 p.m.

Senior Flag Raising Ceremony
Lawn, Hanna Hall.

3-5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

3:30 p.m.

President's Reception for 1969 Senior Leaders
For senior leaders and their parents. By invitation only.
Lounge, Student Services Building.

6 p.m.

Senior Awards Ceremony
The outstanding senior man and outstanding senior woman will
be named and 20 distinguished service awards will be presented
to 10 senior men and 10 senior women. Recipients of the awards
were selected by a senior committee. Graduates, their parents
and guests are invited to attend.
The Rock, Peregrine Pond.

9-11 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

9 p.m. - Midnight

BYO Senior Party
Seniors, their parents and guests are asked to bring their
own favorite beverage to supplement the soft drinks, draft
beer and light snacks that will be provided. Swimming will
be available 6:30-10 p.m. A band will also be provided.
Lucas County Recreation Center, Maumee, 0.

SATURDAY, JUNE Ik
8 a.m.

Army R0TC Commissioning Ceremony
Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

10 a.m.

Commencement
Degrees will be conferred on 1,620 students and honorary
degrees will be awarded to Bob Hope, Cyrus R. Vance, Cyrus
Eaton Sr., and Dr. Vernon R. Alden. Mr. Hope, Mr. Eaton and
Dr. Alden will address the graduating class.
Doyt L. Perry Field.
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After
Commencement

Commuter Open House
Graduating commuting students and their families are invited
to a reception and open house, immediately following commencement ceremonies.
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.

11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.

Dixieland Barbecue
Members of the Senior Class may purchase tickets for their
parents and other guests in the Union lobby through June 5.
Tickets are $2 per person. A Dixieland band will perform
during the barbecue.
Stadium Lawn.

12:15 p.m.

Commencement Luncheon
The luncheon will honor the four recipients of honorary
degrees — Mr. Hope, Mr. Eaton, Mr. Vance, and Dr. Alden.
By invitation only.
Union.

2 p.m.

Air Force ROTC Commissioning Ceremony
Rotunda, Student Services Bldg.

3-5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.
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Announcements

LIBRARY HOURS. The Library will be open until 10 p.m. Saturday, June 7,
for the convenience of students reviewing for final examinations. Monday, June 9,
through Thursday, June 12, the Library will remain open from 7:30 a.m. to midnight.
On Friday, June 13, the hours will be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Library will be closed
on Saturday, June lU, and Sunday, June 15.
DEFENSE LOANS. Student borrowers who are graduating or terminating their
studies at BGSU at the end of the current quarter are asked to report for group
interviews Wednesday, Thursday or Friday of this week. Report to the Student
Financial Aids Office, 305 Student Services Bldg., to arrange for an appointment.
ICE ARENA. The Ice Arena will be closed Tuesday, June 10, and most of
Wednesday, June 11, for repairs to the ice. It will reopen with the Wednesday
evening public skating session, 7:30-9=30 p.m.
GREEN SHEET. Your response to our Green Sheet questionnaire is greatly
appreciated, and we're happy to report that all but a few have been very complimentary. Your suggestions were very helpful, and many will be put to use in the
fall, when the Green Sheet will appear on campus again. Thank youJ
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Channel 70 Program Highlights
MONDAY, JUNE
7 p.m.

2

9 p.m.

TUESDAY, JUNE 3
7 p.m.

9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1*
8 p.m.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5
7 p.m.

8 p.m.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6
8 p.m.

9 p.m.

SUNDAY, JUNE 8
7 p.m.

8 p.m.

Critique #2 - "Beyond the Law"—An interview with actor, director, novelist, activist, Norman Mailer.
NET Journal: "D-Day"—A retrospective view of the Normandy invasion after 25 years with Gen. Pat Cassidy, Gen. Maxwell Taylor,
paratroopers, and other survivors.
Ice Horizons '69—A two-hour film of the 1969 ice show recently
held at the BGSU Ice Arena.
NET Festival: "Cranko's Castle"—Featuring the performance of
the world-famous Stuttgart Opera Ballet and the company's spectacular rise to international fame under choreographer, John Cranko.
Spectrum: "They Can Go Home Again"—A visit to UCLA's Fernald
School, where child psychologists are seeking ways to help
youngsters who have average or better IQ's and yet are chronic
failures in school.
This Singin' Thing!—An hour videotape presentation of the
folk singing marathon held at the Student Services Building
culminating "Arts Week" at BGSU.
NET Playhouse: "Siegfried Idyll"—The drama of Richard Wagner's
scandalous love affair with the wife of his best friend, conductor Hans Von Buelow. Alan Badel stars.
NET Journal: "Human Cargo"—An insight into the plight of
thousands of Mexican laborers who illegally enter the United
States each year.
NET Festival: "The World of Hart Crane"—The life and work of
the American poet Hart Crane is examined in a ninety-minute
broadcast narrated by actor, Gary Merrill.
Spectrum: "The Trembling Earth"—A report of new seismological
methods used to study the many earthquakes which shake the earth
each year.
Sounds of Summer: "New Orleans Jazz"—Steve Allen hosts this
program of highlights from this year's New Orleans International
Jazz Festival.
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WBGU-FM Radio
MUSIC SCHEDULE

MONDAY, JUNE 2
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
TUESDAY, JUNE 3
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE k
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
FRIDAY, JUNE 6
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Albeniz - Iberia; Berlioz - Overtures.
Mozart - Symphony #35; Dvorak - Symphony #2.
Mozart - Sinfonia Concertante in E Flat Major; Brahms - Serenade
No. 1 in D Major, Opus II.
Ravel - Rapsodie Espagnole; Schubert - Symphony #2.
Beethoven - Romance No. 1 in G Major; Schumann - Concerto in A
Minor, Opus 5**.
Tchaikovsky - Swan Lake.
Vivaldi - LaStravaganza.
Berlioz - Symphonie Fantastique; Kogan - Espagnole.
Chopin - Concerto No. IE Minor Opus 11; Ravel - Piano Concerto
in G Major.
Dvorak - Symphony No. 3; Brahms - Symphony #3.

SATURDAY, JUNE 7
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
MONDAY, JUNE 9
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
TUESDAY, JUNE 10
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Copland - Piano Concerto and Orchestra; Saint-Saens - Concerto
#3 B minor violin.
Bizet - Symphony #1; Bartok - Miraculous Mandarin Suite.

Beethoven - Symphony #5; Williams - London Symphony.
Puccini - LaBoheme; Johann Strauss - Fledermaus.
Shostrakovich - Symphony #5; Mozart - Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.
Kurt Weill - Three Penny Opera; Schubert - Fantasy in C Major
Opus 159-

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Beethoven - Piano Concerto No. 5 in E Flat, Opus 93; Chopin - Nocturnes.
George Gershwin - Porky and Bess.

THURSDAY, JUNE 12
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Vladimir Horowitz - Scarlatti Sonatas; Brahms - Waltzes Opus 39Gilbert and Sullivan - The Mikado.

FRIDAY, JUNE 13
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Schubert - Fantasia in C; Beethoven - Sonata #28 in A Minor.
Puccini - Madama Butterfly.

SATURDAY, JUNE lU
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Mahler - Symphony - #5- Bizet - Carmen,
bizct - Carmen.
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